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'Mark's Bombers' fosters
intramural participation
By MAUREEN BARRY
TheBG News
What began as "Darrow's
Cinderella Boys" quickly became "Mark's Bombers," the
most involved team in the University's intramural program.
Mark's Bombers have assembled male, female and co-ed
teams for more than 20 Intramural sports at the University
since the fall of 1994.
Mark Meyer, junior computer science major, began the intramural team with his residence hall neighbors during
their freshman year.
Meyer said he collected email addresses and phone
numbers from past members
to keep in touch and reassemble the teams from year to
year. The 'members' of Mark's
Bombers - most with at least
one of the team's several
different T-shirts - number
close to 60.
According to Jeff Carney,
Junior political science major
and captain for several Mark's
Bombers teams, "most of the
people that join are friends or
acquaintances."
Meyer said he played varsity
sports in high school, but he
had never organized a team before the Bombers.
According to Iliad Long, assistant director of Intramurals,
Meyer is one of the most involved students in the intramural program. He plays
sports, officiates and is a
member of the Intramural Advisory Board, which governs

"We're very
competitive, but we
don't win every
sport we play. We're
just there; there's a
Mark's Bombers
team for every
sport."
Jeff Carney
junior political science major
the program.
"I've been able to strike up a
relationship with Mark," Long
said.
Intramurals offer many
benefits for students, including
a social outlet and a chance to
meet people, according to
Long.
"Students can pick and
choose something that they
want to do instead of something they have to do. It is an
opportunity to have an outlet
and to blow off steam," he said.
Carney said the Bombers enjoy playing intramural sports.
"We're very competitive, but
we don't win every sport we
play. We're just there; there's a
Mark's Bombers team for
every sport," Carney said.
The team has had its successes. For example, the women's
six-person volleyball team won
last year, Meyer said.
Other teams have come close
to championships, including

With over 60 members and
teams in 20-plus sports,
'Mark's Bombers' is the
largest intramural 'organization' at the University. The
organization's founder and
namesake, junior computer
science major Mark Meyer,
is pictured above. At left,
team members (l-r) Josh
Packard, Brad Buescher,
Amy Vennekotter and Carrie
Williamson take part in a
scrimmage last week in the
Fieldhouse.
BG Ntwi Pt«« by Joe Baylc

both the men's and co-ed softball teams that have reached
the intramurals' Final Four on
several different occasions.
Teams also exist for basketball, football, soccer and handball.
The team first came to fruition in the fall of 1994 when
Meyer, friends from Darrow
Hall and acquaintances from

his hometown of Hicksville,
Ohio, formed a men's softball
team. A flag football team
known as the "Darrow Cinderella Boys" was also formed,
but the "Mark's Bombers"
moniker had stuck by the next
softball season.
Meyer has always been the
program's centerpiece, but
others have made significant

contributions.
In addition to Carney, junior
education major Mike
Schneider and junior prephysical therapy major Brad
Buescher have been important
parts of the organization.
Meyer noted that many others
have played a big role,
• See BOMBERS, page three.

Board presents interactive HIV workshop
New organization
gives information
at chapter meeting
By MAUREEN BARRY
TheBCNvws
A new University organization
presented an interactive workshop about Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) prevention as

part of the Phi Kappa Tau chapter meeting Sunday night.
The executive board of HOPE,
which stands for HIV Outreach
Prevention and Education, provided information about Human
Immunodeficiency Sydrome
prevention.
According to Heather Stombaugh, HOPE secretary, the
campus- and community-based
organization uses education and
awareness to reach people.

Abstinence, monogomy and using condoms are the best ways to
prevent the virus from spreading, according to the panel.
The panel also tested the audiHeather Stombaugh ence's
knowledge by asking
HOPE secretary questions about AIDS and other
related topics.
These topics Included the four
sessions to convey the impor- bodily fluids which transmit the
tance of safe sex and the preven- virus: blood, semen, vaginal setion of HIV and the Acquired
Imunodef iclency Syndrome.
• See HOPE, page three.

"Too many people are dying. It's an
epidemic."

'Too many people are dying.
It's an epidemic," she said.
The presentation included activities and question-and-answer

Voinovich budget reflects gradual change
Analysis outlines governor's goals
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS -- Gov. George
Voinovich has used his budgets
to slowly but surely change the
way Ohio raises and spends its
money.
As he readies to propose ways
to spend $36.1 billion over two
years beginning July 1, an analysis of Voinovich's past budgets
by The Cincinnati Enquirer

found:
■ While overall spending for
primary and secondary education has Increased, It represents
a smaller percentage of the
state's total budget In fiscal year
1997, which ends June 30, education spending accounted for 35
percent of the budget, down from
nearly 39 percent In fiscal year
1984 - the first budget under
former Democratic Gov. Richard

Celeste.
■ Mandatory prison sentences
and additional prisons have made
corrections the fastest-growing
segment of the budget. Prisons
receive 8.1 percent of the budget,
compared with 4.4 percent 10
years ago.
■ Rather than generating more
money by raising major taxes,
Voinovich has stepped up Ohio's
reliance on fees. This fiscal year,
for example, about 60 percent,
nearly $88 million, of the Ohio
Environmental Protection Agen-

■ President Clinton haggles over
his own budget as Tuesday's State
of the Union Address nears. Story,
page four.

lion.
Although a governor proposes
the budget - and the General Assembly makes changes along the
way - former Ohio Tax Commiscy's budget comes from fees paid sioner JoAnn Limbach described
by regulated businesses. Ten the state budget as "the one
years ago, fees generated less document where the governor
than 5 percent of the agency's clearly does lead."
Voinovich's budgets are notebudget.
■ Medicaid, the government worthy because they make Infunded health care program for cremental change rather than
the poor, has more than doubled impose sweeping reforms, she
in eight years. This year, it will said.
• See GOVERNOR, page three.
cost the state more than $2 bil-

Alleged murderer Craig Baker
waived his right to a trial by jury
last week, and wants a threejudge panel to hear his case.
Baker, accused of killing University student Julie Kane last
September, will face trial starting Feb. 24.
According to Adrian Cimerman, Baker's attorney, it was his
client's right to waive his right to
a jury trial.
"It was my client's choice, and
I don't think this will effect our
case in any way," Cimerman
said.
The three judges who will sit
on the panel, pending final approval, will be Judith Lanzinger,
Lucas County, Joseph Schemk,
Defiance County, and Gale Williamson, Wood County.

Votava
named
acting
chief
TheBG News
As Galen Ash steps down as
chief of police Feburuary 14, his
temporary replacement will step
in. Major Thomas Votava will be
acting chief of police until a
permanent replacement is hired.
There are four candidates for
the permanent replacement of
chief: Votava, Lieutenants Tom
Brokamp, Sam Johnson, and Bill
Fox.
A process is involved in selecting a new chief, Votava said.
Each candidate must pass a civil
service examination and the top
three will be interviewed by
Mayor Hoffman. According to
Votava, the mayor will then make
a final decision.
"Until a permanent chief is selected, I will be responsible for
the day- to-day operations of the
department and for keeping
things running smoothly," Votava said.
No one knows when the permanent chief will be announced
because it Is a process handled
by the civil service board, Votava
said.

Graduate ceremony
slated for May 8
The Graduate College will
hold its graduation ceremonies on Friday, May 8 at 7 p.m.
in Anderson Arena.
This information was omitted in Friday's story regarding the change of the graduation format for this May.
While the Graduate College
will have its ceremonies Friday night, all other departments will be recognized at
one of three different ceremonies on Saturday.
The University is changing
its graduation format to avoid
outside ceremonies in potentially cold or rainy weather in
early May. The ceremonies
will rival the traditional
December ceremony, which
is always held in Anderson
Arena.
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JASON WOLFE

Salaries show American priorities
The overt intent of this column
is to expose a Juxtaposition
addressing our culture's priorities.
Albeit the majority of United States
denizens are aware to some
measurable degree about the grave
reality of certain humanitarian
Issues such as homelessness and
poverty, there exists an acute
contradiction regarding where we
believe funding should go and
where monies actually end up.
Where as the caitiff federal
government casually allocates
precious billions to a dilapidated
military system for the construction of Instruments of death, the
Identical group of congressional
members shall fight tooth-and-nall
before relinquishing one cent for
upgrading blatantly Impoverished,
penurious Inner city school
districts. Indeed, this is a statement itself.
But the specific area I want to
address deals with the unquestioned world of entertainment. No
other profession seems to be so
lucrative, so salary saturated and
so Inflated with helium. Americans
seem to be ever willing to pay
startling amounts of money to
anyone who can keep them
entertained. From Hollywood to the
NBA, no where else can one find a
more unbelievable misdirection of
money.
For example, last year the
average American household
Income was approximately
$34,076 a year. By way of comparison, Michael Jordan makes
about that amount In 5 minutes
on a basketball court. Know who
Kelsey Grammer is? Well, he takes
home more than $35,000 before
the first commercial break on
Frasler. Speaking of actor-producer-stars. Tom Cruise very well

might have achieved mission
impossible with a weekly take of
$54,807 merely In interest alone
from his producer debut.
It doesn't matter whether you
sing (Marlah Carey: $24 million
In 1996). act (Jim Carrey: $20
million per picture), host a talk
show (Oprah Winfrey: $80
million per year), write (John
Grlsham: $10 million per book),
model (Cindy Crawford: $6-9
million) or play baseball (Ken
Griffey Jr. $34 million four-year
contract). If you can keep
millions dazzled, then you can
command millions per paycheck.
Take a look at these outrageous yet utterly truthful
numbers that I have been able
to dig up from industry Insiders,
high paid agents and published
sources. Just a few words of
caution before you proceed:
Keep a secured lock on your
plggybank as you read.
For starters, let's examine the
music industry. With her debut
album Jam-packed with popularly hard core lyrics, "what you
really ought to know'' Is Alanls
Morissette Is singing all the way
to the bank. Her debut album.
Jagged Uttle Pill. 1996s best
selling album by any female
vocalist, brought her a grand
total of $20 million. Additionally, her tour raised an Impressive $7 million.
In a year of tawdry contracts.
Janet Jackson takes the chocolate cake: an $80 million deal
she signed with Virgin Records
for an unspecified number of
albums.
As for bands. REM has been
making rapid wallet movements
(rwm) with their own profitable

Should students
be called on?

can sense when their students
do not have the assignments
completed. Calling on the
unprepared student Is a way to
embarrass him or her.
The last assumption students
hold Is that mistakes are "bad."
Providing the class with a
correct answer Is admirable, but
sometimes It Is stops conversation. A misunderstood or
confused answer can possibly
move the conversation ahead In
a class because then the answer
Is available to closer inspection.
Being wrong might also help
other students who have the
same misunderstandings.
Most students and teachers
have a definite opinion on this
topic.
Although you may have read
this article and have given a
little bit of thought to the
question, we would like to keep
the discussion going. To do so.
Students for Quality Education
will be sponsoring a debate on
Wednesday. Feb. 5th at 4:30.
The debate will take place In the
Campus room. located In the
University Union. If you are
Interested In this topic, we
encourage you to attend our
debate. The speakers who will
be opening the discussion will
be Dr. M. Nell Browne and Dr.
Milt Hakel. After their presentation, we will Invite students and
teachers to ask questions and
explore the topic.

$80 million pact.
Though "all you need Is love," a
little bit of hard cold cash doesn't
hurt, says Paul McCartney, former
Beatles frontman. Last year, with
the unleashing of the group's
Anthology albums. Paul added
roughly $22 million to his ever
growing bank account. Combine
this with $37 million for a television deal and his wife Linda's
successful vegetarian dinner
entrees, and the McCartney's
estate Is currently appraised at
$630 million.
Palmy Hollywood Is no stranger
to exorbitant salaries. From ER to
B-R (Batman and Robin). George
Clooney lassoed a cool $10 million
for his upcoming role In the latest
Cape Crusaders episode.
Talk about acceleration: actor
acolyte Sandra Bullock's salary,
which was a comfortable cruising
rate of $500,000 for the first
Speed, has Increased to $12.5
million for the movie sequel.
Although he began as a waggish-rubber-faced $25.000-a-show
player on TVs In Uulng Color, it Is
Jim Carrey's elastic bank account
that appears able to stretch
Indefinitely at $20 million per
movie.
Though critics boldly claimed
his disco dancing days on the Big
Screen were history. John Travolta
has undoubtedly returned thanks
to the unanticipated success of
(beat me to a) Pulp Fiction. Like his
ever growing love handles. Mr. T.'s
salary has an Insatiable appetite.
He did the movie for a humble
$150,000. but Get Shorty paid
better ($5 million) and Phenomenon even more ($8 million). His
latest two movies. Primary Colors
and Michael have grossed over $30
million.

It has been stated two heads
are better than one. Apparently,
certain actors have expanded
that proverb to Incorporate
paychecks as well. Kurt Russell
and Goldle Hawn have an
impressive money making
marriage brewing: she at $5
million per show and hubby at
$15 million.
Never-say-die Bruce Willis
won't have to do any moonlighting for quite a while. Between
his next movie paycheck (Die
Hard 4 at $35 million) and
acting partner Demi Moore($10$12 million per flick), these two
are free from pracUcally any
Indecent proposals. But the
lucrative winning couple award
goes to Nicole Kidman and Tom
Cruise. Nicole brings home an
Impressive $5 million per movie
while husband Tom "went
ballistic" In 1996-about $60
million for Mission Impossible.
Perhaps the argument might
be advanced that these
recherche entertainers actually
provide an enjoyable service.
But no amount of casuistry
can rationalize Howard Stern's
annual paycheck(roughty $12.5
million) for being a popularly
offensive shock-Jock. Or surgically enhanced Pamela Lee's
salary of $60,000 per episode
for her (u m) "acting contributions. "

"If you can
keep millions
dazzled, then
you can command millions per
paycheck."

Jason E. Wolfe is a weekly
columnist for The News. He
would like to say this list Is
exhaustive, but unfortunately,
this only scratches the surface.
Questions, comments, and
outrage can be sent tojwolfe29
bgnet.bgsu.edu or 210 West
Hall.
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Letters to the Editor
If you would like to submit a Letter to the
Editor, please follow these guidelines:
•Make sure the letter U 500 word* or leu.
Please Include your address, major, academic class and phone number (phone
numbers are strictly for verification and
not for publication).
• Letters must be typed, and not handwritten. Letters brought In saved on a
Macintosh-compatible disk arc preferred.
• Bring the letter to Room 210 West Hal,
or e-mail us at bgnewsfflbgnet.bgsu.edu.
Be pre pared to show valid identification.
• Space limitations may prevent The BG
News from printing all letters received.
The BG News reserves the right to edit
any and all letters.
Copyright C 1997. The BG News. Bowling
Green. Ohio. Reprinting of any material in this
publication without the permission of The BG Sews
is strictly prohibited.
The BG News is an independent publication
founded in 1920 and is published daily during the
academic year and weekly during the summer semester.
Opinions expressed in columns and letters to
the editor are not necessarily those of the student
body, faculty. University administration or The BG
News. Unsigned editorials are the opinion of the
Spring 1997 BG News staff.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify
the paper of any errors in stories or photograph
descriptions.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

"Please don't call on me." the
student thinks to herself as she
slumps down further Into her
chair. "Why should teachers have
the privilege of calling on me
whenever they want?"
Being called on Is extremely
uncomfortable because It puts you
In a situation where you are
required to deliver wondrous
oratory on a topic about which you
are barely knowledgeable. What
assumptions are being made by
the students who do not want to
be called on. and the teachers who
echo that conclusion?
The no. one assumption is
comfort. Students and teachers
alike value comfort over discomfort
In the classroom. Why Is this so
Important?
Some may argue that students
will not speak unless they are
properly motivated to do so. Yet
this conclusion leads us to a
classroom filled with the same
voices day after day. Students who
are confident In themselves and
their answers (irrespective If they
are correct or not) will easily
volunteer Information. It is certainly Important to have class
participation, but It becomes
tiresome to hear the same people
speak day after day.
Another assumption on the
students' part may be that we
think teachers are merely being
"mean" or vicious by calling on
students. It seems that teachers

Robert G. Hausmann
Students for Quality Education

Rewards are less
than expected
I recently had the "pleasure" of
being Invited to an event that was
expected to be a fairly gratifying
and enjoyable experience In my
life. The College of Education and
Allied Professions had taken the
time to acknowledge the accomplishments of those students that
had made the Dean's List In 1996
by sending each of us a formal
letter signed by Dean Les
Sternberg himself, and had even
gone so far as to hold a "reception
planned in lourj honor." This gala
affair was scheduled to take place
on Wednesday. January 29th In
the Community Suite of the
University Union and promised to
provide such wonderful things as
light refreshments and surprise
visitors, as well as personal
congratulations from Dean
Sternberg. I was new to the Dean's
List scene and figured that It
would provide me with an opportunity to meet other hard-working,
future teachers that had probably
studied as hard as I had last
semester. At the very least I would
be able to get some free food out of
the deal, right?
So off I went across the frozen
tundra that Is Bowling Green State
University with my letter from Les
In hand and the feeling that I
would be Instantly warmed upon
entry of that room. I peeled the
layers of clothes and scarves from
my body as I entered the room and
could not believe my eyes! I leaned

out the door and looked above
the frame to make sure that I
was In the right place. Yes. this
was the Community Suite and I
was positive that I was In the
Union.
On my left was a coat rack
that was being held up by three
professor types (I'm assuming
that Sternberg was one of them)
who never bothered to approach, question, or congratulate me In any way, shape, or
form. On the right there were
five tables populated by a mere
eight students. In another
corner were Freddy and Frieda
Falcon (our surprise visitors?)
amusing themselves by signing
the guest book. I quickly moved
towards the front of the room
where I thought I had spotted
some food. I was wrong. What
appeared In my view was an
empty punchbowl and a few
cubes of cheese. This was It?
The long road of hard work had
led me straight to a table of
Colby and Swiss. 1 could not
believe It.
The College would have been
better off buying a section of
The News and printing our
names in It. It definitely would
have been worth more to me
than the few scraps of cheese
that I hoisted and the chance to
shove Frieda on my way out the
door. BGSU, we can do so much
better.
Dawn Chrlse
Senior
Secondary English Education
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Department aids students
begin selecting courses and collecting information about that
career." Nyame said. "That is
why it is so important to start
early."

Career Services
advises, clarifies
career interests
By TANYA MARKUL
The BC News
Career Services, the University's resource center for career
and placement advising, encourages all students to start planning for the future.
"All students are welcome,"
said Jahi Gye'Nyame, the program's assistant director. "We
are here to help anyone meet
their developmental needs."
Nyame said they want to help
students clarify their particular
career goals and to help students
develop interests and skills they
already possess.
"If you know your skills and
where you would like to go in
terms of a career area, you can

"Our goal is for our students to
leave here and receive multiple
job offers. We are very confident,
and history has proven students
who have utilized our services
and have started the job hunting
process early have had numerous
job offers to select from."

"We provide involvement opportunities such
as career fairs, workshops and job expos. We
also provide life skills such as interview
techniques, job hunting strategies and
resume designing."
Jahi Gye'Nyame
assistant director

"Career Services provides students with a lot of resources for
coming in contact with hundreds
of businesses, something they
probably would not be able to do
on their own," said Sarah Fritsch,
a senior sociology major.
"We provide involvement op-

portunlties such as career fairs, Nyame said. "It also does not
workshops, and Job expos," matter if you are a graduate or
Nyame said. "We also provide undergraduate."
life skills such as Interview techFritsch said they allow stuniques, job hunting strategies,
dents to get their foot in the door
and resume designing."
and they give students several
Nyame said that it is a misin- opportunities before they graduterpretation that the on-campus ate.
recruiting only helps business
Career Services is located in
majors.
Room 360, Student Services
"We help all majors and have Building. Interested students can
access to Information for all peo- call 372-2356 for more informaple to find jobs in any career," tion.

Other teams within the intramural program recognize the
Bombers easily, according to
Carney. He said he has heard
jokes about the Bombers scheduling their classes around soft-

ball games.
ates.
A few underclassmen have
"Unless someone comes in who
joined the Bombers, according to
Meyer, but he does not expect the really steps up and takes over, I
team to continue for more than a can't see it carrying on more than
semester or two after he gradu- one or two semesters," he said.

The on-campus recruiting program is only a small piece of
what career services has to offer,
which brings in over 450 organizations to campus each year to
interview students for jobs.

Drums of Passion

BOMBERS
Continued from page one.
however, "it would be impossible
to name all of them, but everyone
has contributed to the fun atmosphere we have."

BC Niwa Phota by Jeremy Mania

HOPE
Continued from page one.
cret ions and breast milk.
The Importance of HIV testing
every six months for those who
are sexually active was stressed
by the panel.
A 16-step method for putting
on a condom - beginning with
thinking about having sex and
ending with relaxation - was
presented to the audience.

"I think everyone in the chappreventing the transmission of
ter benefitted," Hartman said.
HIV is about 97 percent.
The first HOPE meeting will
Dave Lamancusa, junior telecommunications major, said the take place Feb. 19 at 8:30 p.m. in
BA106.
panel kept everyone interested.
According to Fredritz, the or"They gave a serious presen- ganization will distribute condoms at local bars and with
tation In a fun way," he said.
"Condom Man" Kurt Wheeler.
The organization will make fuSophomore business major
Kevin Hartman said the panel ture plans depending on the
was very well-informed and kept turnout of meetings, Fredritz
The success rate of condoms the chapter involved.
said.

Each step in the process was
printed on a separate piece of
paper and given to sixteen audience members. The volunteers
put themselves in order according to the papers they held.
"People don't know how to use
condoms correctly. That Is why
there Is such a high risk factor,"
said Kristl Fredritz, HOPE
president.

Around the State
Groundhog predicts end of winter weather
MARION - Spring is just around the corner, according to
Buckeye Chuck, the state's weather-forecasting groundhog.
Buckeye Chuck didn't see his shadow at sunrise Sunday. Tradition says that means spring isn't too faraway.
If he had seen his shadow, legend says there is six more weeks
of winter.
Clouds covered the sun at about 7:40 a.m. A crowd of 75 people
attended the annual Groundhog Day ceremony on the grounds of
radio station WMRN in this central Ohio city.
Buckeye Chuck's forecast agreed with Punxsutawney Phil's In
Pennsylvania.
The Legislature declared Buckeye Chuck the state's weather
groundhog in 1979.

Cooking show interrupted by graphic sex
scene
HAMILTON - A television program titled "Too Hot Tamales"
got too spicy for some cable viewers when the cooking show was
interrupted with footage of a graphic sex scene.
The program on the TV Food Network was interrupted for
about 10 seconds early Thursday with scenes of two nude people
engaged in a sexual act.
Hamilton Mayor Greg Jolivette said he has received complaints from people who described the scene as "hard-core pornography."
Vice Mayor Adolf Olivas wrote TCI Cablevision General Manager Craig McCrystal to complain. McCrystal said the foul-up
originated with the TV Food Network, not TCI.
"It had nothing to do with our cable system," he said. "It came
from a corporate uplink, I guess."
TV Food Network issued a statement Friday apologizing for
the situation.
The network said it is investigating what caused the interruption and taking steps to ensure it does not happen in the future.

SOLVE

Your Problems
Professional Training
& Development
Workshops Series

£^ r6fltiV6 IV

Bowling Green Stale University
Feb. 7 Creative Thinking
Feb. 21 The Analysis of Decision Making
Mar. 7 Integrative Negotiating
r~ Learn new approaches to achieve maximum results
C Make valuable connections and associations
© Break through barriers to creative solutions
(^ Discover how to reduce and handle conflict
For more information Continuing Education. 419/372-8181

Around Bowling Green
Service to be held for Sichak
A memorial service will be held in honor of Dan Sichak, the
University student who died in a car accident Jan. 21, at St. Thomas More University Parish Saturday, Feb. 15, at noon.

STATE-

Cincinnati reports high infant-mortality rate
Newspaper index
compares children,
national averages
The Associated Press
CINCINNATI - Babies continue to die at a greater rate in the
Cincinnati area than the national
average, The Cincinnati Enquirer reported Sunday.
The area's consistently high infant-mortality rate and low
birthweight rates are among the
reasons why overall conditions
for Tristate children rate a C In
the newspaper's third annual
Tristate Child Index.

The newspaper began tracking
the problems confronting local
children during a six-month series in 1994. It developed an index, first used In 1995, that compares local children with national
averages in 12 categories broken
Into four areas: finances, safety,
health, and education.
The latest index shows improvements in some areas and
declines in others with overall
conditions slightly lower than the
first index - despite the efforts
of government, business, social
service agencies, and the medical community.
While Infant mortality, low
birthweight rates, and juvenile
crime rates exceed national

averages, the index did have
some good news: median income
for Tristate families increased
more than $1,300, nearly 7,000
children left the welfare rolls,
and a greater percentage of students passed state proficiency
tests.
The low points of the index:
nearly 8,000 children were
abused, another 3,000 were
placed in foster homes, and the
dropout rate increased.
Improving infant mortality
rates, child abuse, and dropout
rates takes more than a few
years, said Patricia Eber, executive director of the Hamilton
County Family and Children
First Council.

"It's very frustrating," she
said. "It takes so long to see results, you can be going down the
wrong road sometimes and not
know it because it takes so long
to see it"
The index shows nine Tristate
babies die for every 1,000 births,
compared with eight for the rest
of the country. More than 225
Tristate children younger than 1
died in 1995.
In 1995, 7.6 percent of the
area's more than 26,000 babies
were born underweight, a leading cause of infant mortality. The
national rate was 7.3 percent.
The infant mortality rate Is
similar in Hamilton County to
Ohio's other urban areas.

its size. The largest category human services - is driven
mainly by federal law and caseloads.
Politics dictate that whoever
touches the budget last inevitably puts more money into primary and secondary education,
the newspaper said.

Higher education is the only
major budget category that has
had its annual funding periodically decreased during the Voinovich years. Still, overall funding
has increased at a rate faster
than inflation.
In fiscal years 1992 and 1993,
Voinovich cut most state agen-

cies to help erase a projected
shortfall. Higher education
received 52 percent of the cuts.
The governor's office budget
took a 20 percent cut.
Colleges and universities responded by streamlining iheir
operations and continuing :heii
steady Increases in tuition.

GOVERNOR
Continued from page one.
State budget director Greg
Browning said governors are not
positioned to make dramatic
change because much of the
budget is driven by considerations outside their control.
Projected revenue helps limit

#!Kf^
Managers, Supervisors, Executives
& Technical Professionals

On campus for Black History Month, Babatunde Olatunji teaches
his percussion methods to an audience in the Bryan Recital Hall.
The workshop followed Thursday's moving performance at the
Lenhart Grand Ballroom.
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VILLAGE GREEK
APARTMENTS

Will you be an UNDERGRADUATE or GRADUATE student at
BGSU next fall semester?
Do you want to tell the university what classes you will need?
Do you want to register for classes during a registration time
assigned to you while classes are still available?
If you answered YES to any of these questions, then
. REGISTER NOW (or Fall 1997 course selections! (See *
* your academic advisor or graduate coordinator if you need
- assistance with selecting courses).
If you answered NO to these questions, then IGNORE the
- FEBRUARY 5th DEADLINEI
'■ Remember, February 5th is the last day to help the University
and YOURSELF plan ahead for Fall Semester 1997!
"*CALL STAR-90 AT 372-8966*"
Y. Information is available in your schedule book or on the WWW
' al httpV/www.bgsu.edu
,

9{gw Leasing
2 6edroom furnished and unfurnished
May and August 1997
1 Bedroom summer only
limited available

2 Blocks from Campus
480 Lehman

354-3533
\
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Clinton presents
budget this week

Cosby returns to stage
Comedian recalls
recent slaying
of his only son
The Associated Press
WEST PALM BEACH. Fla. BUI Cosby pulled on a "Hello
Friend'' sweatshirt and returned
to the stage for the first time
since his son was slain, reminding anxious fans that the purpose
of comedy Is relief.
Then he made them laugh.
When he first walked onto the
stage Saturday night at the Raymond F. Kravis Center for the
Performing Arts, he cut off a
raucous standing ovation with
the stern admonition: "Please be
seated."
Then he talked for several
minutes about the tragedy on
everyone's mind.

Cosby quietly recalled the assassinations of Martin Luther
King Jr. and President Kennedy,
saying he felt the same numbing
emotion when he heard his only
son, Ennis, had been killed.
The 59-year-old comedian recalled how the nation came to a
halt in November 1963, how television was blanketed with coverage of the president's funeral.
"I tried to find some cartoons,"
he told the hushed audience, a
well-dressed crowd mostly from
his own generation. "The
theaters were closed."
Even normally garrulous winos
were glum, he recalled, until a
few started to loosen up and
boast to anybody who would
listen: "I was a good friend of
President Kennedy."
The crowd laughed nervously.
So Cosby encouraged them to
relax with an old friend.
"This is not difficult for me be-

cause a part of my lifetime has
been you all," he said.
Cosby, whose sweatshirt was
emblazoned with the warm greeting used by 27-year-old Ennis,
said he'd grown to realize that
the Jan 16 slaying was a terrific
strain not only on his family but
on fans.
"I don't mean to sound arrogant, but somebody had to give
them a release," he said. "I have
to give them a release because
that's what I do for a living. I
don't sing."
After a pause, he said, "I do
sell pudding."
He talked proudly of Ennis, a
doctoral student and teacher of
special-needs students in New
York City who was killed as he
finished changing a tire on a Los
Angeles freeway access road.
Cosby spoke quietly, some sentences trailing off uncompleted
as he searched for the right

line-item veto. Its prospects depend on whether those wishes
are in negotiating range of Republican goals.
So far both sides have struck a
conciliatory tone that contrasts
with the fur-flying that shut
The Associated Press
down the government two budgets ago and carried into the
WASHINGTON - President election.
Clinton's budget will land on
Prudence has overtaken pasdesks this week with a commandsion, and step by step Is seen now
ing thud, two days after he
as the way to go, whether on Clinspeaks to the nation. A mad ruston's efforts to Improve access to
tling of pages will ensue. Start to
health care or the flagging GOP
finish. It will be his week.
push to close whole government
But what all that sound and departments.
"I want to keep our powder dry
flurry signifies will be for Congress to decide And Congress and want them to keep their
has some Ideas of its own.
powder dry," Clinton said in the
Clinton's budget is ultimately a lead-up to his State of the Union
wish list, although a powerful one speech Tuesday and the release
made more so by the debut of the of his budget on Thursday.

Congress begins
negotiations over
tax spending plan

Bill Cosby
words. He asked for understanding from 'those of you who will
be fortunate enough to be blessed
with a child who, when you say
something, that child believes
you and trusts you and knows
that you're right in your teaching."
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PIZZA & SUBS

-THETOO«HEST JOB YOUXL EVER LOVE"

Free Delivery 354-3100
The world needs your experience.
We are recruiting for over 1000
volunteer positions in Education,
Environment, Agriculture, Business,
Health, Nutrition, and other areas.

HOURS:
Monday - Thursday 4pm -1 am
Friday & Saturday 11 am - 3am
Sunday 12 noon -11pm

■ - - - ir

t6ritf6r.

Each way
from Cleveland

I tC HOWIE™

Paris
Rome

Call to discuss your qualifications.

■

Student fare), may require an International Student ID
card,Taxes are nol included and may range from S6-J33.
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CALL: 1-800-2-COUNCIL

FORMORE
INFORMATION CALL
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' www.ciee.org
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travel

1-800-424-8580
WWW.PEACEC0RPS.GOV

EXPRESS

ii Extra [L£)Cpg(2
ii

1 Large Pizza II
i w/1 Topping II
I

I $ 4.50
I
.

Extra Topplnss - 99<
PICK UP ONLY

Pixza
With 1 Topping

$6.99

II
II Free Delivery
II Extra Toppings - $1. 25

.........-.

Career Services

Your (g^? To Career Opportunities
On-Campus Recruiting Calendar & Job Listings
February 17,1997
Dana Commercial Credit
Investment or Account Analyst & Portfolio Adm.
(7048-01-1)
0—E- February 18,1997
Melatec Corporation
Marketing Trainee/ Content Specialist (7049-07-1)
Ingersoll-Rand Company
Strategic Sourcing (7049-01-1)
Enterprise Kent-A-Car
Manager Trainee- Cleveland (7049-03-1)
Manager Trainee- Detroit (7049-04-1)
General Mills, Consumer Food Saks
Sales Management Associate (7049-04-1)
Red Lobster
Restaurant Manager (7049-05-1)
0—V February 19,1997
II .11. Baraum
Industrial Sales (7050-02-1)
Sherwin-Williams Company
Management Trainee- Sales (7050-03-1)
BN1 Telecommunications, Inc.
Account Executive (7050-05-1)
The Analytic Science Corp (TASC)
Software Engineer (7050-06-1)
February 20,1997
Cadre Computer Resources
Programmer. Analyst or Management
Trainee (7051-01-1)
Q—V February 21,1997
Dillards.Inc.
Management Trainee (7052-01 -1)
Solomon Software
Technical Consultant
(7052-02-1)
Claremont Technology Group, Inc.
Consultant (7052-03-1)

0—» February 25,1997
Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland
Bank Examiner (7056-01-1)
Ashland Chemical. Inc.
Accountant (7056-02-1)
Aim Executive
Executive Recruiter (7056-03-1)
Clntas Corporation
Management Trainee (7056-04-1)
0*-V February 26,1997
Wcstfleld Companies
Claim & Marketing Representatives
(7057-01-1)
The Document Company, Xerox
Marketing Representative (7057-02-1)
Hills Department Store
Executive Training (7057-02-1)
ABB, Inc.
Supply Management Training Program
(7057-04-1)
North Olmstead City School District
Teacher(7057-05-1)

CompuServe, Dublin
Network Sales Representative (7059-02-1)
'; .. March 4, 1997
Prudential Preferred/ Toledo
Special Agent (7063-01-1)
Airtouch (Cellular One)
Account Executive (7063-02-1)
Perry Corporation
Territory Sales Representative (7063-03-1)
Harrison Elementary School
Elementary Teachers (7063-04-1)
The Buckle
Manager Trainee (7063-05-1)
Marathon Oil Company
Accounting Representative (7063-06-1)
©=5? March 5,1997
Great West Life & Annuity Insurance
Account Representative (Sales) (7064-02-1)
Radio Shack
Manager trainee (7064-03-1)
Bank One, Columbus NA
Consumer Banking Management Development
Program (7064-04-1)
Services Corporation (7064-05-1)
Credit Card Services (7064-01-1)

February 27,1997
Check free Corporation
Programmer (7058-01-1)
Janssen/ I >i v. or Johnson & Johnson
Pharmaceutical Sales (7058-02-1)
Mercantile East
Associate Department Manager (7058-03-1)
Department of Treasury
Sales Representative (7058-04-1)
CompuServe, Dublin
Network Sales Representative (7058-05-1)

Q=W March 6,1997
One Net ICI, Inc.
Programmer Analyst (7065-01-1)
I )il. in In. Paternite and Acssoc., Inc.
Programmer (7065-02-1)
Northwestern Mutual Life- Cleveland
Sales Agent (7065-03-1)

February 28,1997
Mercantile East
Associate Department Manager (7059-01 -1)

March 7.1997
0 lam Corporation
Supplier Scheduler (7066-01 -1)

Q—S- BGSU Job Listings
This is an example of the types of positions
currently available for review at the Center for
Career Resources located in 300 Saddlemire
Student Services Building. Apply directly by
sending resumes & cover letters to the following
contact people:
Junior Level Geologist
Brent Cuniffc, Technical Recruiter
On Site Environmental
One Financial Way, Suite 410
Cincinnati, OH 45242 (800)619-0642

Deadline: Not listed
Paralegal
Paralegal Coordinator- Antitrust Division
United States Department of Justice
600 Easy Street. NW. Room 10-531
Washington. DC 20530 (202)307-0567
Deadline: Not listed
Language Development Specialist
Ms. Betty Belczak
Union County Board of MRDD
1280 Charles Lane
Marysville, OH 43030 (513)644-8145
Deadline: 2-21-97
Correction Officer

Ohio Corrections Assessment Center
P.O. Box 210
Orient. OH 43416 (614)877-4345
Deadline: 2-28-97
Chemist- Bacteriologist
Civil Service Office
City of Oregon, Ohio
5330 Seaman Road
Oregon. OH 43616
Deadline: 1-31-97

For information on these and hundreds more jobs, come to 360 Saddlemire Student Services Building
or visit out homepage at http://www .bgsu.edu/offices/careers/index.html
If you have entered a valid number the system will play the message; You have selected (name of organization). If this is correct, press
s( in Di I.IV; ovc wins i\ 111<\ nw
the pound (I) key to continue or the star (*) key to choose another organization.
Interne* sign-ups tot the recruiting period February 17 through March 7.1997 will begin with Pre Selection Interview Sign-up on Monday,
February 3.1997. at 5 p.m. and continue through Tuesday. February II. 1997 at 4 p.m. Students who have received letter* of invitation for
Pre Selection Interview! have until Tuesday. February 11 at 4 p.m to select their reserved interview time. Beginning at 5pm on Monday,
February 3.1997. any registered student and alumnus may access the sign-up system for General Sign-ups for all open schedules listed. Most
Pre-Selection Interview Schedules will default to open schedules on Tuesday. February 11 at 5 pm. All interview schedules remain on-line
until two days prior to the organization's visit. A message nor available for iirn-upt indicatesthat the schedule is off-line In this instance,
please call the office directly at 372-2356 to schedule an interview appointment.

The system will now verify that you meet the requirements, as specified by the employer If you meet the requirements, you may
proceed. Otherwise, the system will play a message which explains why you are unable to signup with the employer Should you wish
to be considered by the employer, add your name to the Waiting List and submit a copy of your resume to the Recruiter Mailbox located
in the Sign-Up Room at 360 Saddlemire Student Services Building
5

Once you have selected a lime, then you may press the pound (#) key to accept the lime, or press the star (•) key. the system will play
the message: An interview has been reserved for you at (time). Press the star (*) key to schedule an interview with another organization
or the pound (#> key to return to start.

\( < i ssi\(, mi IT
1.

Press the I key for a morning interview, press the 2 key for an afternoon interview, or press the 3 key for the next available time. (Press
cither 1,2.or 3.)

Dial 372-9899 (You must be registered wiih Resume Expert Plus.)

6.

Repeal steps 4 & 5 to schedule additional interviews.

You will hear If you with to schedule an appointment with a visiting employer, press the I key. If you would like to hear Placement News.
press the 2 key. Press the J key if you have been preselected by an employer. Press the 4 key to access the Alumni VIP Service (also
available for current students). Press the 5 key to hear your confirmed appointments Press the star (•) key to quit.

7

Bring a copy of your resume on high quality resume paper within 4* hours to the Sign-up Room adjacent to the Career Services'
reception area. 360 Saddlemire Student Services Building. Place resume on the top shelf of the employer's mailbox. Please take any
available recruiting literature which was forwarded by the organization and review the employer's file in the Center for Career
Resources (300 Saddlemire Student Services Building) prior to your interview. Failure to submit your resume within 48 hours may
result in your removal from the interview schedule without notification.

2.

Press I to schedule an incerview or press 3 when you have been pre selected by an employer.

3.

Enter your Identification number. This ts the number you used on your Resume Expert Plus disk, and will be eilher your social security
number or BGSU Personal Identification Number.

4.

Enter the seven-digit schedule number for the employer with whom you would like to interview (this number is indicated on the Campus
Recruiting Calendar, to Bat left of the position tide).

f>

Please remember: If you are unable for any reason to sign-up for an interview, you will be asked whether you wish to add your name to the
Waiting List Students are strongly encouraged to get on Waiting Lists. Should the employer send another recruiter or modify the position
requirements lie. lower GPA requirements), you will be notified directly for an interview. You must also submit a resume for every Waiting
List

Monday. February 3,1997
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Blake Parkins
Sports Editor
372-2602

Defense leads BG to fourth straight
Lopsided conference win
biggest in over two years
By SCOTT BROWN
The BC News
Western Michigan coach Bob
Donewald, long a fan of this
Bowling Green basketball team,
summed up Saturday's game the
best:
"It was like donkeys chasing
stallions," he said as the Falcon
thoroughbreds ran roughshod
over Donewald's Broncos, 93-67
before 4,158 fans at Anderson
Arena.
Donewald has said since the
Mid-American Conference
Media Day in November that
Bowling Green is the team to

G
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watch in the MAC. BG certainly
didn't dispel those beliefs, cranking up a 29-9 run at one point In
the second half to produce its
biggest win over a MAC opponent since January 1995.
Antonio Daniels led the Falcons with 22 points. DeMar
Moore chipped in 18, while Anthony Stacey added 16.
Western Michigan, playing
without two injured starters and
a third seeing limited time, was
led by Rashod Johnson's 16

points.
"I think [their defense] can be
very disruptive and I thought it
was the key factor tonight," said
Donewald,
whose team
committed 23
turnovers-the
fourth team in
a row to commit 20 or more
against Bowling Green.
The Falcons
have won those
Moore
past four
games to Improve to 16-5 overall
and 8-2 in the MAC.
"The difference is very obvious when our defensive intensity is high and our pressure is
great and we can force turnovers," Bowling Green coach Jim
Larranaga said. "We can play

"It was like donkeys chasing stallions."
Bob Donewald
WMU coach
Then the Falcons turned the
heat up a notch.
The Falcons, with 14 steals, set
"The second half we came out
an all-time school record for kind of flat and we weren't into it
steals in a season just 11 minutes offensively," Moore said. "So we
into the 21st game. DeMar picked up the defense a little bit
Moore's five steals keyed an out- and the offensive game started
standing defensive performance coming to us. We started getting
(see related story).
a lot of dunks and layups."
All-told, BG had IS layups and
WMU, playing the stubborn eight dunks during the game,
brand of basketball that is its with five different Falcon
trademark, hung tough through players getting in the dunking
the first half and was within act. Daniels, on the way to shoot41-37 after scoring the first six
• See DEFENSE, page eight.
points of the second half.
outstanding basketball."

■ DeMar Moore provides backbone of Falcon defense. Story,
page eight.
WESTERN MICHIGAN (HO, 4-A)
Washington*-143-4 13. TooDiman 1 5 1-1 3,
VanTimmaran 3-4 0-1 6. Johnson e-12 14 ia.
Bums 5 13 3 4 15. Howard 3 4 0-1 6. R. Black
2-2 0-0 4, DasErmia 1-2 (Ml 2. J. Black O0 0-0
0, Burgasa 0-0 0-0 0. Cummins 1 -1 0-0 2. Totals
27-57 10-1507.
BOWLING GHEEN (1S-5,1-2)
Larranaga 3-10 2-3 S. Stacay 7-11 2-2 is.
Cowan '3 00 2, Moons 7-12 1-2 16. Owiais
10-15 1-3 22. rankovic 1-20-1 2. Rouwhorst 1-2
0-0 2, Chambara 0-2 0-0 0. Esstnusmp 3-0 0-0
S.Murray 1-2 0 2 2. Reid 4-9 1-2 9. Crespo 1-3
2-25 Toials39-77 0-1793
Halroma - Bowling Graan 41, W. Michigan
31. 3-point goals - W. MkJsgan 3-11 (Bums
2-4. Johnson 1-3. Washington 0-3. Howard
0-1). Bowing Graan 8-16 (Moors 3-4. larranaga 1-5, Da/Ma 1-2. Craspo 1-2. Chambers
0-l.EstarkampO-i. Raid 0-1). Foulad out - H.
Black Rabounds - W. Michigan 32 (VanTimmaran 0). Bowling Graan 44 (Larranaga, Cowan
6). Assists •- W. Michigan 14 (Johnson 0), Bowling Graan 19 (Larranaga 7). Total louts - W.
Mchean 20. Bowling Graan 10. A - 4.150.

Stellar goaltending can't net win for BG
Falcons tie Miami,
fall to top-ranked
Wolverines, 6-1

Petrie key
in goal for
Falcons

By BLAKE PARKINS
The BC News

ByJIMTOCCO
The BC News

This was supposed to be the
litmus test for the BG leers'
progress as they took on two of
the most powerful teams in the
nation In Miami and Michigan
this weekend.
The results proved to be indecisive as the Falcons battled the
nation's lOth-ranked team,
Miami, to a 2-2 lock at the Ice
House and fell to the defending
national champion Michigan
Wolverines 6-1.
With Saturday's loss, the Falcons fall to 13-12-3 overall and
stand sixth in the (VIIA with
ledger of 8-10-3.
Friday's contest was marked
by great goalie play at both ends
of the ice, as well as devastating
open-ice collisions.
"Both teams played as hard as
they could out there," said Miami
skipper Mark Mazzoleni. "Both
sides had excellent goaltending."
Miami got the early jump on
BG four minutes into the first
stanza. Hobey Baker candidate
Randy Robitaille took a drive on
Falcon goalie Bob Petrie who was
unable to cover the rebound. The
loose puck was scraped up by
Miami's Vital! Andreev who
quickly shuffled the puck to the
back of the net.
BG defenseman Todd Kelman
answered with a goal of his own
about 10 minutes later. Kelman
pushed the puck up the far side
and flipped the puck off of Miami
netminder Trevor Prior's right
leg and over the goal line for his
third marker of the season.
Miami forward Adam Copeland took advantage of a BG defensive mishap in the neutral
zone to give the Redskins a onegoal lead going into the second
period.
Senior defensemen Kelly Perrault and Matt Eldred couldn't
decide who would collect the
loose puck and collided, sending
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the puck sliding over the BG blue
line towards Petrie. Copeland
scooped up the freebie and
wrinkled the net with a top-shelf
wrister.
Senior co-captain Mike Johnson accounted for the only score
in the second period which ended
up being the game's final goal.
The red-lighter was Johnson's
20th of the season and moves him
into a share of 32nd on the Falcon's all-time career scoring
chart.
The Falcons did have a prime
opportunity to score in the third,
however. With just over six
minutes to play in the third,
Miami's Marc Trapper was awarded a five-minute major for
poking a Falcon with the end of
his stick after the whistle had
blown.
The Falcons were unable capitalize on the opportunity,
however. The Falcon powerplay
unit looked shaky and had difficulty putting shots on net.
"They should execute better
[on the power play]," said BG
coach Buddy Powers. "Guys are
missing passes on the receiving
end and they think thay have less
time than they usually do."
BG also struggled on the man
advantage at Ann Arbor, coming
up fruitless in eight attempts
against the Wolverines, for a
weekend total of 0-15 against the
CCHA's two top penalty-killing
teams.
The powerplay unit was not the
only area that the Falcons lacked
in on Saturday against topranked Michigan.
The Wolverines came out of
the gates ferociously, sending 13
shots at Petrie in the first period
alone, while BG could only muster three.
• See ICERS, page six.

BC News Pasta by J«rtmy Manlr

BG senior defenseman Todd Kelman brings the puck up the ice against Miami Friday. The Falcons tied
Miami 2-2.

As Bowling Green struggles to
climb its way back up the CCHA
ladder, it's hopes rest on the
team's keystone - the man between the pipes.
For the last seven games, that
player has been Bob Petrie, and
the senior netminder has answered the call for leadership,
confidence, and solid play in
goal.
Earlier in the year, Petrie had
been platooning with Mike Savard, but Savard has seen no ice
time since a 5-3 loss to Ferris
State on Jan. 3.
The Falcons began a six-game
unbeaten streak on Jan. 4, with
Petrie starting in goal In those
six games, he suffocated opponents for just 18 goals, climaxing
in a 30-save performance against
Miami Friday night, in which the
Redskins managed just two
goals. For his performance in
that game, he was named the
game's first star (BG honors
three players for each game).
Over the six-game stretch, Petrie
tallied up 139 saves.
Still, Petrie feels that he hasnt
been playing over his head.
"I really haven't changed anything," Petrie said. "I'm just going out there and doing the best I
can. My philosophy hasn't
changed in my four years here."
Others would attribute more of
the team's recent success to the
senior goalie.
"Bobby played great in goal
tonight," Falcon coach Buddy
Powers said after the Miami
game. "The goalies were the
reason the game was so close."
Indeed, Petrie did see that
game as a personal challenge between him and MU goalie Trevor
Prior, who shut out Bowling
Green earlier in the year.
"It was kind of like a show• See PETRIE, page five.

Wappes, 24-0 run help BG bury WMU
£
By JASON MCMAHON
The BC News

KALAMAZOO, Mich. - Talk
about being thrown from the frying pan into the fire.
OK, maybe a contest against a
2-15 conference bottom-feeder
isnt exactly a pressure cooker
when it comes to your first collegiate start. But Bowling Green's
Jaymee Wappes sure was scorching hot Saturday against Western
Michigan.
Wappes, whose career high In
minutes was 13, started at point
guard against the Broncos and
was on the court for a game-high
30 minutes in Bowling Green's
(8-10, 5-5 Mid-American Confer-
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ence) 68-44 defeat of Western
(2-16, 2-8 MAC). Her thanks to
coach Jacl Clark for giving her
the starting nod? Eleven points,
including the team's only 3-pointer, four rebounds, no turnovers,
and stellar defense.
Clark made a couple changes in
the starting lineup, benching
senior center Michelle Terry and
junior guard Brooke Belcher in
favor of sophomore Jacki
Raterman and Wappes, respectively. Freshman Sherry Kahle
also got the nod at forward, tier
fourth start of the season, and led

the team with eight first-half
points.
"I thought the starting lineup
did a good Job," Clark said. "This
move was made because of the
way people
were playing."
Wappes admitted to feeling anxious
upon hearing
she would
start
"My gut
reaction was,
'Oh my God, Wappes
I'm starting I'm a freshman, I cant believe
this,"' she said. "I just knew I had
to go out and play my game.

"I was nervous at first," she
added. "But coach told me that
my big thing was to relax and not
be nervous. That's how a point
guard should run the game."
From all indications, Wappes
was relaxed on the floor. She ran
the offense with precision, hitting the open player, driving
when she had to, and serving as a
court general. But the Falcons
were only up by four, 29-25, at
half time.
Western scored 10 of the first
14 points in the second half,
grabbing a two-point lead five
minutes into the period. That's
when the Falcons put the clamps
on the Broncos, while they
racked up two dozen of their own

points to assemble a deadly 24-0
spurt.
"In the second half," Clark
said, "what we managed to do
was execute on defense, which is
not a surprise for our team. [But
we were] able to take advantage
of that and score on a consistent
basis."
Junior guard Sara Puthoff
started the run for Bowling
Green, scoring on a layup to tie
the score and hitting the ensuing
free throw to give the Falcons the
lead. Puthoff, who finished with
11 points, notched the 1000th
point of her career with a firsthalf jumper.
Following

that

three-point

play, Wappes drained her trey the first she's ever hit in a Falcon
uniform.

"When I hit that three," Wappes said with a laugh. "I think It
was just a rotation in the offense.
I had a good look at the basket
because people were setting
picks and the ball was In my
hands at the right time."

Coming off the bench for the
first time this season, Terry hit
three buckets in that streak, on
her way to seven points. The run
was closed off by a pretty layup
by Wappes off a prettier pass
• See WOMEN, page six.
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Swimmers fall despite hard work
By MIKE LEONARD
The BG News

SWIMMING

Despite a strong effort, the
"This is the most disciplined
Bowling Green Falcon swim
teams suffered another double time, but also the most relaxed
loss within the conference on time of the year," Julian said.
Friday.
The Ohio University Bobcats
The women's team swam
foiled both teams' plans to snap stroke-for-stroke with the Bobtheir losing streaks as the BG cats all meet long. Traci Sandermen fell by the final of 140-93, son won both the one and three
while the women dropped a meter diving events while Miche138-105 score. The losses leave lle Pilling brought home victory
the teams with records of 3-9 and in the 1000-yard freestyle.
64S, respectively.
Freshmen Kristin Semple and
Both losses were not from lack
of effort, however, as the women Nancy Simpson proved their
captured five individual event mettle by winning the 100-yard
victories. The men finished first freestyle and 100-yard backin four individual events as well stroke, respectively. Simpson
continued to flirt with the record
as the 200-yard freestyle relay.
Head coach Randy Julian was books as her 100 backstroke time
quick to compliment his teams' of 57.81 seconds was less than a
efforts. He said that despite the half-second off Jody Reed's
losing streak, the squads have school record. Simpson also contributed a second in the 50-yard
continued to excel In practice.
"We demanded a lot from the freestyle.
team on Thursday, and ThursSimpson is confident that she
day's practice was the best so far
will break the record by the time
this year," Julian said.
Julian also said that practices the MAC Championships arrive.
would begin to taper off starting
"I feel really good in the water
Monday, marking the beginning
of the stretch run to MAC Cham- right now with all training we've
had," Simpson said. "(Next year)
pionships in early March.

"This is the most
disciplined time, but
also the most relaxed
time of the year."
Randy Julian
BG swimming coach
I'm going to stay with the backstroke but move on to butterfly
and freestyle as well."
For the men, Tom Stoltz and
Brandon Fan-is proved again .to
be a solid one-two punch for the
Falcons. Stoltz won the 1000-and
100-yard freestyles while Farris
captured the 500-yard freestyle
but was touched out by Ohio's
Steve Thomas in the 20UYard individual medley. Julian said that
he was excited about Farris'
swim in the 200 IM because it
marked the first time a BG
swimmer had swum the event in
under two minutes.
Both teams will travel to Muncie, Indiana to take on the Ball
State Cardinals this Satuday. The
men will start at 1 p.m., while the
women will begin their final dual
meet before MAC Championships at 4 p.m.

WOMEN

PETRIE
Continued from page six.
down," Petrie said "It was a
shootout."
"Bobby has really stepped up
for us lately," senior defenseman
Todd Kelman said earlier this
week. "He's really stepped up to
the challenge." Petrie was facing
the ultimate test Saturday night
entering Michigan's Yost Arena
- trying to upset the nation's best
team in front of one of the most
hostile crowds in college hockey.
The scoreboard was no indication that night of how Petrie

played. The Wolverines assaulted the BG netminder with 49 Continued from page five.
shots on goal. The most the Falcons had seen before Saturday from Puthoff, and a hoop from
freshman center Alison Miller.
was 42, against Notre Dame.
Petrie turned away 43 shots Miller celebrated her 19th birthagainst the most potent offense day by tying her career-high in
points with six.
in college hockey.
As BG tries to salvage their
Western Michigan coach Pat
season with a weekend set
against Alaska-Fairbanks, Petrie Charity said she knew her team will need to be a key element in a squad with nine newcomers was in trouble when Bowling
the team's success
Green started to catch fire.
"We get ourselves in a hole,
and we just keep on digging,"
American Heart
Association
Charity said. "When we start
diggin,' man, we really get out
the shovels."

M

Employment Wanted

BGNews Photo by Dou« Khrtnovilcy

BG's Jeff Reeves (front) launches towards the water in the 200-yard freestyle event.

ICERS
Continued from page five.
The Falcons were woefully
outgunned by the Maize and
Blue, challenging Michigan goalie Marty Turco only 19 times
while allowing 49 shots towards
the net.
Despite the six goals allowed,
Petrie performed exquisitely between the pipes.
"He played absolutely unbelievable," said BG goalie coach
John Fletcher. "He's just focusing so well on the puck right
now."
The Falcons' sole offensive
bright spot came early in the
second period, when senior cocaptain Curtis Fry netted his 13th
goal of the season.
BG forward Dan Price cut
through the Michigan crease and
flipped a backhander on Turco
that Fry collected and slid in on
Turco's stick side. Dave Faulkner also collected a helper on the
mark.

Open Weekdays at 4 p.m.; Open at Lunch Fri., Sat. & Sun.

Positions Available:

A

For more information call Catherine "Cat" Cramp & 372 - 7481.

Flret Period
MU (1) - Mudialt (8) - (Morrison. Madden) PPG
5.39:10
BG (1) - Faulkner (3) • (Johnson. Edinoer)
1220
BG (2) - Hoizinger (4) - (Jones. Faulkner) PPG
17S3
After 1.MU 1.BG2
Second Period
BG (3) - Price (3) - (Ratchuk) 17:31
After 2: MU1, 80 3
Third Period
MU (2) -- Herr (8) - (luhnino) 11.56
MU (3) •■ Madden (6) - (Hayes) SHG 4x5 12:47
Flnil. MU3.BG 3
Save*
BG -- Petne 24-27 (6000). MU -- Turco 20-23
(60:00)

Announces
Apartments for Fall '97
•
•
•
•
•

Columbia Court-22 left
Mercer Manor-6 left
Field ManoMOIeft
Frazee Avenue-3 left
Ridge Manor-FULL

Your Best Value
Good at all participating!

L

• Arrive early due to the limited number of applications •

352-5166

7 ITEM PIZZA SALE
■Sm
$4.25
|Med....$5.50i
.Lg
$6.75 LARGE
■ 72 Slices

s

Equipment Room Supervisor, Floor Supervisor/Manager,
Lifeguard, Receptionist, and Weight Room Supervisor.

The Department of Recreational Sports will be hiring for
the 1997 - 1998 academic year. On Monday, February 3
& Tuesday, February 4 applications will be available
starting at 7:00 am in the Activity Center of the SRC.

The Wolverines hold the nation's longest winning streak at
22 with a record of 20-02.

Waml 2, Bowling Groan 2
MWri
MU (1) -■ Andreev (7) - (Robitalle. Shutle) 4:04
BG (1) -- Kelman (3) • (unassisted) 14:22
MU (2) •- Copeland(i4) ■ (unassisted) 19:26
All.rl; MU2.BG 2
Second Period
BG (2) -- Johnosn (20) (Fry) 15 35
Altar 2: MU 2, BO 2
Third Period
None
Overtime
None
Final: MU 2. BO 2
Savee
BG - Petrie 30-32 (65:00). MU ■• Prior 27-29
(65:00)
Michigan 6, Bowling Green 1

PISANELLO'S GREENBRIAR, INC.
203 N. Main, BG

NOTE- If you are interested in Officiating please contact the
Intramural/Sport Club Office in the Perry Field House at 372-2464.

The defending national champs
proved why they are just that,
rebounding with a goal of their
own, not a minute later.
Mike Legg collected a Michigan rebound and buried the puck
in the back of the net, and the
onslaught had begun. Legg's goal
was follwed by two other goals
from Michigan forward Jason
Botterill, who recorded a hat
trick on the evening.
"Their speed was too much for
our defense," said Powers. "They
just overwhelmed us."
Powers was not totally frustrated with his club's efforts, citing that Michigan is a dominating
club.
"I think the only way you beat
Michigan is when they aren't into
it mentally," he said. "When they
are into it mentally, with their
physical skills, I don't see anybody beating them."

$8.25

Add Breadsticks $2

E

lo* 352-5166

BEAT THE SPRING RUSH!

FREE DELIVERY

ENDS
2/28/97

. Not valid with any other offer. Coupon not necessary
Chicago Style Extra. Expires 2-28-97

224 E. Wooster

352-0717

BGSU ICE ARENA
Public Skating Schedule
Wed., Fri. & Sat. • 8-10 PM
Sunday • 3:30 -5:30 & 7-9 PM
51M

Ball State
7:00 p.m.

Akron
1:30 p.m.

121M

Kent
7:00 p.m.

15ln

Eastern Michigan
1:30 p.m.

19th

Miami
7:00 p.m.

22Qd

Toledo
7:00 p.m.

2604

Ohio
7:00 p.m.

BGSU Students (w/ I.D.)
$2.00 Admission
$1.00 rental skates of all sizes
BGSU Ice Arena is also available
for private rentals.
Public skating will not be available when the
varsity hockey team is at home.
CALL 372-2264 for more information
and confirmation of these times.

8ih

March isl Central Michigan
1:30 p.m.

BEST OF LUCK FALCONS
CALL RANDY AT 372-2764 for
information about Senior Spring Hockey League.
Teams will be forming and play will begin in a
couple of weeks. BG students welcome to participate.

I

COME ROCK
THE HOUSE
THAT ROARS

Present ID for FREE Admission
t
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Klein drafted by
MLS's Revolution Gymnasts
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By JIM TOCCO
The BC News

Steve Klein, Bowling Green
soccer's all-time leading scorer,
was drafted by Major League
Soccer's New England Revolution on Sunday.
Klein, who completed his
season as one of the nation's top
15 scorers, was selected as the
22nd player in the three-round
collegiate draft.
"I'm very happy," Klein said.
"I've been on the phone all evening... it's been ringing about
every five minutes. I'm absolutely thrilled right now."
New England's camp begins on
Feb. 17, when Klein will have a
tryout with the team.
Klein found out from former
teammate Joe Burch, who located the Information on the Internet. He has not heard from the
Revolution yet, but expects to
hear from them today or
tomorrow.
Klein, the first BG player ever
to be drafted by the MLS, stresses that this does not necessarily
mean that he made the team, just
that he has a tryout.
"This has been a year of firsts,
and this is yet another," said Falcon coach Mel Mahler. "We're
really happy for Steve. This is
great for Steve and great for
Bowling Green."
The midfielder played in the
Umbro Classic on Saturday, being evaluated all weekend by
MLS scouts.
"The game was incredible,"
Klein said. "It was a lot of fun."
Apparently the game was a
little more than fun for Klein.
Evidently, he was noticed.
"I guess he had a good game
and that made his stock go up,"
Mahler said.
Klein did not start, but he

CPR

can keep your love alive

"I'm very happy. I've
been on the phone all
evening... it's been
ringing about every
five minutes. I'm
absolutely thrilled
right now."
Steve Klein
Former Falcons soccer player
played the last 25 minutes of the
first half and all of the second
half.
Klein, who led the team this
year in nearly every offensive
category, was unsure going Into
the draft whether he would be
drafted. He set playing in the A
league as a more realistic career
goal, setting his sights on MLS a
few years down the road.
"I feel I have the skills to make
it to the MLS within a few years,
if all goes well," he said earlier
this week. "They're probably
only going to draft 12 of us, so I've really got to show them something."
Apparently things went as well
as could be reasonably expected.
Once Klein hears from the
Revolution, he is expected to
leave school and arrive at training camp on the 17th. He will
complete most of his classes this
semester by mail but will fall six
credit hours short of graduating.
"I can finish school any time,"
he said earlier this week. "I'm
not going to be able to play soccer forever.
"I just want to play soccer. And
after that, maybe I'll coach... I
just want to be involved with
soccer as long as I can."

GYMNASTICS

edged by Kent
By WILLIAM SANDERSON
The BG News
The Falcon gymnastics team
had its best meet in team history.
Before a standing room only
crowd, they shattered a team record and an individual record,
but couldn't quite overcome
Kent. Bowling Green piled up a
team record of 190.350 points.
This breaks the old record of
189.200 set in 1991. Despite the
team record, it was not enough to
upend the defending MAC champions, who racked up 191.950 to
escape the Eppler Center with a
win. With the loss, the Falcons
fall to 1-1 overall and 0-1 in the
MAC.
"I'm thrilled, I'm just thrilled,"
BG head coach Dan Connelly
said. "I can't even begin to tell
you. It's a surprise to me."
Individually, the biggest highlight of the meet for Bowling
Green was Heather Ferguson's
performance on the floor exercises. Her 9.775 broke the old record for the floor event that was
previously held by Karen Jordan.
"I am very excited," said Ferguson, "considering that our
gymnastics team was steady in
the eighties and we broke the
school record. Our goal of the
meet was to Improve individual
performances and break a 190,
and we did that." Ferguson also
provided the Falcons with a win
in the balance beam event. Ferguson's mark of 9.825 was just
under a fifth of a point short of
equaling her own school record.
Bowling Green was also aided by
several other notable performances. Sarah Grealis posted solid
scores of 9.650,9.650 and 9.550 in

bars, beam and floor events respectively.
Lesley Malucchi had a 9.600 on
the bars and a 9.475 on the vault.
Kim Pope had a 9.4 on the bars
and a 9.6 on the floor. Brandie
Harvey's 9.675 and Melissa
Hunt's 9.575 were solid scores
for the floor event.
"There were just so many good
performances, it is hard to say
anyone in particular," Connelly
said. "It was a real team effort."
Kent's Michelle Naessig was a
one-woman wrecking crew for
the Golden Flashes. She won both
the uneven bars and the floor
exercises for Kent with scores of
a phenomenal 9.900 and 9.800 respectively. She came in second in
the balance beam event with a
score of 9.750.
The fact that they lost to Kent
did not seem to matter to the Falcons. Going Into the meet, they
were not expected to provide
much competition to Kent.
"They worked hard enough last
week that I really didn't think
they'd be able to perform like
this today," Connelly said. "I
didn't think we were on the same
level as Kent right now, so I
wasn't worried about them. The
girls came out like gangbusters."
"We're pretty excited with the
score," Pope said. "We hit about
20 for 24, which is a big improvement for us. That was one
of our goals going into llie meet.
We still counted one fall, so once
we hit everything, that will go
up."
The Falcons are back on the
road next week. They have two
BC New, Phwo by Kelly Dietrich
more away meets before returning home for a Feb. 22 meet BG's Heather Ferguson concentrates on the balance beam in Sunday's
against Central Michigan.
meet against Kent. Ferguson broke BG's record for floor excercises.

American Heart
Association*

I

SPRING
BREAK
PANAMA CITY BEACH FLORIDA
$129 PER PERSON PER WEEK
} OUTDOOR POOIS ■' 1 INDOOR HEATED POOI
HUCE BEACHSIDE HOT TUB RESTAURANT •
SUITES UP TO 10 PEOPLE KITCHENS WITH MICROW/W
! IKI BAR • BEACH PARTIES • ENTERTAINMENT
VOUEYBAU • SAILBOATS ■ IEISKIS • PARASAIL>
DISCOUN1S IOAREACIUBS. UESIAURANISf. AH RACIION

-

SANDPIPER BEACON BEACH RESORT

1-800488-8828

WWW. SANDPIPERBEACON.COM
HOME OF THE WORLDS LONGEST KEC PARTY
650 FEET OF CULF BEACH FRONTAGE
17403 FRONT BEACH RD. PANAMA CITY BEACH, FL 12413

TONIGHT AT THC

Automotive.^"Service Centers

Welcome Back For The
Spring Semester!

cYV

\a*

UNION
The Bowl-N-Greenery
Wings & Things
featuring ait you can eat chitkfn wings, including
soup & salad Bar, potato bar and Beverages.

And...

Get 2 FREE
Movie Tickets

Very Veggie

$5.20

with every regular price BP Procare
Oil Change!

BGSU Students & Faculty receive a 10%
discount off additional services
FOR ALL YOUR AUTOMOTIVE NEEDS
• Brakes
• Tune up
• Exhaust
• Diagnostic
• Tires
• Lube, Oil & Filter
• Batteries
• Alignment
FREE SHUTTLE SERVICE A VAILABLE
Hours of Operation: Mon-Fri- 7:00 am - 6:30 pm
Sal - 8:00 am - 2:00 pm

275 S. Main St. Bowling Green

#419-353-3060

All Major Credit Cards Accepted
WE EMPLOY TECHNICIANS CERTIFIED BY ASE

•Hours: 4:30-7:00
WWWV^UJWAAAUAWJ

Introducing
AFTERNOON
SERVICE
Salad, Dell, 6 Soup
Bars, plus the
Beverage area will
remain open between
lunch and dinner.

The Pheasant Room
1 /2 Rotisserie Chicken
Dinner or
Popcorn Shrimp in a Basket
Salad A Potato sorvorf with both dioaora.

$ 7.95
Other sandwiches & dinners always available
Hours: 4:30-7:00

wwvvvvvvvvuvvwvvvvvwvv

Meal Card Accepted 4:30-7:00pm
Via Charge peeped 11:30am-1:30pm ? 4:3^

1

-I
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O'Mearawins Pro-Am again

Pickpocket Moore leads
stalwart Falcon defense

The Associated Press
PEBBLE

BEACH, Calif.

-

Mark O'Meara matched every
Tiger Woods' birdie down the
stretch Sunday and won the Pebble Beach National Pro-Am for
the fifth time since 1985, this one
by a single stroke over his fishing buddy from Florida.

By RYAN JOHNSON
The BC News
Bowling Green is in the hunt
for the regular season MAC
championship due to one thing defense. Nobody knows that better than DeMar Moore.
Moore had five steals, as well
as 18 points, as the Falcons used
unrelenting pressure to defeat
Western Michigan, 93-67, Saturday night at Anderson Arena

Playing in the next group, O'Meara watched as Woods
knocked iron shots to four feet on
Not. 16 and 17 for birdies but responded with birdies of his own
on those holes to carry a twostroke lead to the final hole.
Woods had one more dramatic
surprise for O'Meara, however,
carrying his 3-wood second shot
267 yards to the green for an
eagle try. But his 40-foot eagle
try missed and he finished with
his third consecutive birdie for
an 8-under-par 64 and a 72-hole
score of 19-under-par 269.
"I knew I needed to make eagle
and there was only one way to do
it," Woods said about his gamble
to go for the green guarded by
the Pacific Ocean on the left side.
It was an incredible finish by
Woods who was 10 strokes behind after 36 holes but played the
last 36 holes in only 127 shots,
shooting a 63 on Saturday.
"It was too little too late,"
Woods said.
Third round leader David Duval closed with a 72 on Sunday
and finished third at 270. The 268
winning total by O'Meara broke
the tournament record set by
Peter Jacobsen in 1995 by three
strokes.
"I really didnt play well this
week," O'Meara said after his
fourth consecutive 67. "I just
kept my composure and putted
well."

American Heart
Association
Fighting Heart Disease
andStroke

APFkM.

David Duval looks for his ball after hitting from a bunker at the AT&T
Pebble Beach Pro-Am. Duval dropped from first to third place in Sun'tay's final round.
O'Meara, who lives near Woods he might be running out of steam.
"I'm feeling both disin Orlando, spends a lot of time
golfing with Woods for fun and appointment and elation," Woods
fishing when they are away from said. "I should have been in a
playoff if not for that bogey."
the PGA Tour.
But big finishes are already a
"I've gotten into his wallet,"
O'Meara said Jokingly about part of the folklore around the
their friendly wagers on the golf 21-year-old Woods.
course.
He hit a sand wedge from 80
On Sunday he got the $342,000 yards to four feet on No. 16 and a
first prize put up by tournament powerful 7-iron to four feet on
No. 17 for birdies. But O'Meara
sponsor AT&T.
followed with a chip-in for a birThe day began with Duval lead- die on No. 16 and then hit a 6-iron
ing O'Meara by three strokes and to 10 feet on No. 17 and made the
Woods by seven. But after a 31 on putt.
the front nine by Woods, the back
O'Meara played No. 18 conserside started with O'Meara and
Duval tied just two strokes ahead vatively and created a moment of
hope for Woods when he missed
of Woods.
the green short in the rough. But
Woods birdie No. 12 to get he chipped to a foot and tapped in
within a stroke but when he for his fifth victory in this tourbogeyed No. 13 and made pars on nament and the 13th career win
the next two holes it looked like for the 40-year-old O'Meara

V

AMERICAN' HEART
ASSOCIATION
MEMORIALS & TRIBUTES

VVVsS'SiKP
1-800-AHA-USA1
Th* gptce pfovwwi as a puWc service
OlMM American Heart A—OO—on

COLLEGE BASKETBALL

"DeMar Moore has done a tremendous job all season long defensively of applying pressure,"
said BG coach Jim Larranaga. "I
think he needs to get a lot of
credit for that."
Moore enjoys doing all the
little things on the floor that dont
appear in the box score. He realizes that there are more ways to
contribute to the team without
scoring.

"I love to get steals," Moore
said. "I love to knock the ball out
of bounds and dive for loose
balls. I love doing that and
everyone on the team knows [defense] is the key to our team."
The Falcons set the school's alltime record for steals in a season
Saturday, despite eight games
still on the schedule. BG's pressure has forced 20 or more turnovers against their last four opponents. Many led to easy lay-ups
and dunks.
"Everyone tries to play good
defense," Moore said. "It gets
our offense going."
Moore is currently leading the
MAC in steals with 2.5 thefts per
contest. He's also holding opposing point guards to a dismal 41
percent shooting from the floor.
"DeMar has to start getting
recognition as a very strong candidate for defensive player of the

year in thia conference," Larranaga said. "He creates havoc even
when he doesn't steal the ball.
[DeMar] puts so much pressure
on the point guard that he wants
' to give the ball up."
While Moore's defensive ability has always been constant, his
offensive game has been up and
down this season. Even though he
leads the Falcons in 3-pointers,
the sophomore admits that his
shooting is Just now starting to
get In a groove.
"I think I'm taking better shots
now," Moore said. "I was taking
some pretty bad shots earlier.
My teammates are doing a good
Job in finding me open."
Larranaga knows how important Moore's outside scoring Is to
the team. "DeMar is now contributing tremendously on
offense," Larranaga said. "He's
just sporting up and not taking
difficult shots."

DEFENSE
Continued from page five.
ing 10-of-15 from the floor with
five assists, had three spectacular dunks along the way.
"Our team really moved the
ball and found the open man well
throughout the evening," Larranaga said.
With the Broncos still clinging
within 51-44 with 14 minutes to
go, the Falcons scored the game's
next 11 points to put it out of
reach. Moore got the run started

Fraternity & Sorority
Jewelry

SALE

with a 3-pointer from the left
corner, followed by Tony Reid
cashing in on a nice Inside move.
Kirk Cowan followed a Bronco
turnover by slamming home a
Moore miss, and Daniels added
an exclamation point with a onehanded reverse dunk at the 12:19
mark to make it 60-44.
Not since a 102-68 win over
Central Michigan early In 1995
has Bowling Green so dominated
a conference foe.
"I said in the preseason that I

thought that of all the teams that
had a dismal, disappointing year
last year, I thought Bowling
Green would be the one team that
would make a run for the championship," Donewald said.
"I'm looking pretty prophetic
right now. I'm not looking good I just got my brains beat in - but
I'm looking pretty prophetic."
Joel Burns (15 points) and Saddi Washington (13 points) also
hit double digits for the Broncos,
8-10 overall and 4-6 in the MAC.

MODERN LIVING STARTS
WITH A PROFESSIONAL
FAMILY TEAM!

Greek Jewelry ft Gifts

25% off

APPROXIJMATELY

ACOUSTIC SHOWCASE
\ For Info Call Tomorrow Night:

£\ 352-5305

OPEN MIC NIGHT

A

BGSU ICE ARENA
SENIOR HOCKEY
LEAGUE
Expanded Schedule

Greek Jewelry

30% off
Gifts
Limited in stock items
only. No special orders at
these prices. No engraved
items on sale.

It's Coining...
THE

BG
NEWS

• No Parental Guarantee
• Professional Management
• Full-Time Maintenance Service
• Recyclable Bins Available

Sale starts Jan.
29th and ends
Feb. 12th

NEWI9VE

SPRING 1997
Open to all players 18 years of age and above.
Each team will play 9-10 games. Games will consist of three
20-minute running time periods. Playoffs will be conducted
following the regular season.
Play will begin in early March and will continue through April.
The cost is $95.00 per player. You can enter a complete team, or you can
enter as an individual and we will place you on a team.
BGSU students, including intramural and fraternity players, are welcome.
BGSU students and faculty can charge the $95.00 fee to your bursar account.
Registrations are available February 10 at the Ice Arena.
Please call 372-2764 or 372-2264 for additional information

MAKE YOUR SEARCH EASY WITH
NEWLOVE RENTALS:

Rentals

125 \ Main Street • n<".
(119) :tr>:i 6691
American Heart f
Association.*"

CPR

can keep your love alive

328 S. Main (Our Only Office)

In an instant
a stroke can
change your life
forever

352-5620

American Heart

Reduce your risk factors

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
(Too many to list)

l

4

Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes, and
Apartments

tit ■ i IIIIII MI . iii-

Look for it Thursday
in the B@ Gte^s!
I

I

V

AssociationFighbng H*an DIMMM

Stop in to 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of
complete details and speak with our friendly staff!
354-2260
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster
(across from Taco Bell)
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CCHA Standings
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S, The Aasodsled rna
AITkaasEST
EASTERN COHMNQ
Aaaaafc OvVes)

Philadelphia
Florida
NY. Rangers
New Jersey

M

89
75
79
64
68
57
62
70

CA
46
73
61
52
85
70
95
75
108
106

Toledo
Kent
Miami
Ball State
Ohio
Bowling Green
Eastern Michigan
Western Michigan
Central Michigan
Akron

*9

Pre
65
62
59
56
48
42
41

Washington
Tampa Bay
18 25
NY. Islanders
16 26
Nmhisat Ptvasaa
W I. T
Pts
Pittsburgh
28 18 5
61
Buffalo
27 19 6
60
Hartford
20 23 7
47
Montreal
19 25 9 47
Boston
20 25 6 46
Ottawa
16 23 10 42

CF
161
147
184
129
136
137
137

CA
126
118
ISO
123
141

GF
188
149
146
166
147
132

GA
155
135
163
187
175
144

149

Houston
Utah
Minnesota
Dallas
Denver
San Antonio
Vancouver
I.A. lakers
Saattla
Portland
Sacramento
LA Clippers
Golden State
Phoenix

W
L
Pet
32
.69*
14
31
14
.689
22
24
.478
IS 28
349
14 32
304
11 31
.262
9
40
.184
rsclfk Division

GB

_

10
IS.5
18
19
24 5

-

33
12
.733
696
32 14
25 22
332
20 26
.435
IB 23
.419
378
17 28
16 31
340
Saturday sGaasas

1.S
9
135
14
16
18

Detroit 90, New Jersey 75
Toronto 110, Phoenix 86
Miami 71, Cleveland 66
Dallas 100, Utah 97
Philadelphia 109. Milwaukee 100
Sacramento 113, Denver 107
LA Clippers 110, Golden State 98

WESTERN CONFERENCI
Central DMalon
W L T Put
Dallas
62
29 19
Detroit
24 17 9 57
St Louis
25 24 4 54
Phoenix
22 25 4 48
Chicago
46
19 26 8
Toronto
39
19 33 1
►acme Division
W L T Pts
Colorado
72
32 13 8
55
Kdmonton
25 22 5
SO
Vancouver
24 24 2
46
Anaheim
20 25 6
44
Calgary
19 26 6
43
San Joae
19 26 5
42
Los Angeles
18 28 6
Saturday's Gonea
Detroit 4. St. Louis 1

Cora
W
9
9
7
7
6
5
3
2
1
1

I
1
1
3
3
4
5
7
8
9
9

Pet.
.900
.900
.700
.700
.600
.500
300
.200
.100
.100

Saturday. Results
Ball State 84, Ohio 75
Bowling Green 68, Western Michigan 44
Central Michigan 69, Eastern Michigan
60
Kent 63, Miami 58
Toledo 92, Akron 81

1 «M«' <Ar I
L
^
— N^ ■K
^>

aVee Association. Sub-Seaisssnes

Chicago
Detroit
Atlanta
Charlotte
Cleveland
Indiana
Milwaukee
Toronto

GF
115

WBTBOH CONFHfNd
Messes* DMele*

By The Aa.oci.les'ft.-

MAC Men's Standings

MAC Women's Standings

W
I
Michigan (25-1-3)
16
1
Lake Superior (18-9-4)
14
S
Miami (20-9-1)
14
6
Michigan State (164-3)
12
4
Bowling Green (13-12-3)
8
10
Western Michigan (11-12-4) 7
8
Ferris State (11-18-2)
7
13
Notre Dame (8-19-1)
S
14
Ohio State (7-22)
5
IS
Alaska-Fairbanks (9-19)
S
17
Friday-. Remits
Alaska-Fairbanks 6, Air Force 4
Miami 2, Bowling Green 2 (OD
Western Michigan 3, Michigan State 2 (OT
Lake Superior 6, Notre Dame 3
Saturday's RautU
Alaska-Fairbanks 6, Air Force 3
Michigan 6, Bowling Green 1
Western Michigan 6, Ferris State 4
Miami 6, Ohio State 4

NBA Standings
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CF
1S7
152
160
140
133
153

GA
127
US
16S
161
141
IBS

CF
182
164
157
146
129
132
141

GA
124
151
164
155
151
158
181

Saturday Cons
N.Y. Rangers 4, Philadelphia

AH
W
17
13
13
9
9
8
6
2
5
4

i
2
6
6
8
9
10
11
16
13
14

M.
.895
.684
.684
.529
.500
.444
.353
.111
.278
.222

k

r -V
»j

K
J TV

v

y rj\-n
R>
su
^\

^

J-

— Ilia—y

MAC
W
I
Fit
.87S
Eastern Michigan
7
1
.800
BowlingGreen
8
2
.777
Miami, Ohio
7
2
.556
Ohio
5
4
.400
Ball State
4
6
Western Michigan
4
6
400
.400
Akron
4
6
.400
Kent
4
6
.300
Toledo
3
7
Central Michigan
2
8
.200
Saturdays ResulU
Bowling Green 93, Western Michigar 67
Eastern Michigan 100, Central Michigan
as
Miami, Ohio 73, Kent 60
Ohio 79, Ball State 58
Toledo 69, Akron 65
Monday'i Garnet
Central Michigan at Western Michigan
Eastern Michigan at Ohio

r"\

AH
W
16
16
12
10
11
8
6
6
10
5

L
3
5
5
7
9
10
12
12
8
13

Fct
.842
.762
.706
.588
.550
.444
.333
.333
.556
.278

I\

A

v

-^V

h ^ / "V —IJ
J k ▼i, _1 ■»™
Lh A
T p~ zl?

r.

Sunaay'tCsmes
lalrGam-Msllixlodrd
Charlotte 99. New York 93
Orlando 103, Houston 90
Indiana 92. New Jersey 90
Chicago 91. Seattle 84
Minnesots 103, Portland 102
Miami 80. Cleveland 76
Vancouver 102, Boston 92
Phoeni x 106, Detroit 97
Atlanta at Denver, (n)
Washington at LA Lakers, (n)
Mondsy-sCsmss
Boston at Toronto, 7 p.m.
Sacramento at San Antonio, 8:30 p. m.
Washington at Utah. 9p.m.
Tvessays Games
Vancouver wt New Jersey, 7:30 p.m.
Indiana st Orlando, 7:30 p.m
Minnesots at Charlotte, 7:30 p.m
Houston st New York, 8 p. ra
Cleveland at Milwaukee, 830 p.m
Sacramento at Dallas, 8 30 p.m
Chicago at Portland, 10 p.m
LA Lakers vs. LA Clippers at Anaheim.
Calif. 1030 p.m.
Atlanta at Golden State, 10:30 p.m

Plnsburgh 4. Phoenix 1
Washington 3. Florida I
San Joae 2, Colorado 1
Boston 3. Tampa Bay 0
New Jersey 4. Montreal 4. tie
Ottawa 2. Toronto 1
Calgary 3. Vancouver 0
Chicago 3, Ix>e Angeles 2
Sunday's Csmrs
Washington 2. BuffeJo 2, tie
Detroit 4, Dallas 3, OT
Boston 3. NY Rangers 2
Colorado 5, Anaheim 2
Motsss/sCsmes
Vancouver at Ottawa, 7 30 pm
Florida at Montreal, 7..TO pm
Los Angeles et Calgary, 9:30p.m.
Chicago at San Jose, 10.30p.m.
Tueaday-iCansta
Ottawa at Boston, 7:30 p.m
Vancouver at Pittsburgh, 7:30 p m
Anaheim st NY. Islanders, 730 pm

Southwyck, Franklin Park, North Towne

It's Clinique Bonus Time
Only the best from Clinique to you.
With the latest Clinique bonus at Lion!
While supplies last!
It's a collection of Clinique protectors, pamperers, perfecters.
For hair, skin, face. And a special case for eyes. All boxed up and ready
to go. Brilliant Bests. Your special bonus at no extra charge with any
Clinique purchase of $15 or more. You get:

CLINIQUE
Allergy Tested. 100% Fragrance Free.
One bonus to a customer, please.

Dramatically Different Moisturizing Lotion, skin's best-loved moisture "drink."
Turnaround Cream, attacks lines and signs of past sun damage. Helps speed
new skin to the surface.
City Block SPF 15. lightweight, under-makeup shield for all-day protection.
Seashell Pink Pair of Shades Eve Shadow, highlighter shade of the shadow duo.
Raspberry Glace Different Lipstick, smile-polisher with a warming glow.
Black Honey Almost Lipstick, sheer, glossy lip colour. Wear alone or over
lip pencil, lipstick.
Non-Aerosol Hairspray. unscented favourite for natural looks, clean finish,
non-sticky hold.
Eyeglass Case. Clinique special extra.
Bring in this ad in and register to win a Clinique gift!

OPEN 24 HOURS
CARTONS OF CIGARETTES
AT STATE MINIMUM PRICES
TICKETS SOLD AT
ALL STORES

_ WE ACCEPT USDA FOOD STAMPS,
• MASTERCARD, VISA t DISCOVER
MONEY CQ(
ORDERS

IFFECTM

J/S/'/rtn
2/li/-7

IM7
. ICE COLD BEER AT
_ WF .„„„ TH, Bir„ ©iJRUNC
STATE MINIMUM PRICES 'SSP MILK
2 CO.

BOWLING GREEN
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SERVICES OFFERED

The BG News
Classified
Ads
372-6977

Babysitters available
Cal 372-7630 or
3S3 4117 (work). Victor.

Any questions?
Sea advisor.

COLLEGE FINANCIAL AID
Stodent Financial Services has information on
3,400* public 6 private sector funding sources
A MUST FOR ANYONE SEEKING FINAN
CIAL AID! For mlormalion: 1 -800-263-6495 eit
F5S446.

KD'KD'KLVKD'KD'KD
Feeling those winter blues7 Come warm up at
the Kappa Delia ski lodge Monday. Feb. 3 from
6:30-10pm. Any questions? Please cal
2 2871 Grab afrtend and wol see you there.

Pregnani?
Free Pregnancy Teats. Confidential 6 Caring
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Canter.

CAMPUS EVENTS
~06SIDIAN~OB3«DUN~
BGSU'l only multicultural publication wants
you! The Obsidian is currantty recruiting people
iniereskKl in desktop publishing, sales, A photography. Meetings are held awry Men. at
9pm, 202 West Hal. Ts call 372-2440.
—OB9!DIAN~O«S«0IAN~

1987 Spring Festival
Chinese New Year's Party, All are welcome
Sal. Fab 8.1M7S.-00-10.v0pm
St Thomas More University Parish
425 Thurttn. Bowling Green
Chinese Students a Scholars Association

ADVERTISING CLUB INFO NIGHT
Mon. Feb 3 at 8pm
in 101 BA Free pizza
free pop
ALL MAJORS WELCOME
NEW MEMBERS WELCOME

AMA'AUA'AHA'AMA
American Marketing Association
FORMAL MEETING
Tues. Feb. 4ih ©730pm
RM1007BA
Bat Clark of 92.5 Kiss FM
AMA-AHA-AHA-AMA
ATTENTION ALL ORGANIZATIONS APPLY
IMG FOR UNIVERSITY BUDGETS - Don! lor
gal to reserve a space in lie MANDATORY
ACGFA Workshops that will be held on Thursday. Feb. 6, 1997 at 9:30am, noon, and Feb
13,at 7pm m fie Town Room of the Student
Union Dr Tonia Stewart. Associate Vice
President lor Student Affairs will be the guest
speaker. Groups not participating in these
workshops wil not be allowed to request ACGFA funding. For more into, contact the Student Life Oflca al 372-2843
Attention BOSEA
A mistake was made in the Jan. newsletter
The Feb meeting will be on Tuesday. Feb. 4
All education majors are invited
to attend at9pm in 115 Education.
Hope to see you frier el
IS YOUR ORGANIZATION TRYING TO RECRUIT QUALITY MEMBERS? Then pleaaa attend the Creative Recruitment Strategies
Workshop on Wed. Feb 5.1997 at 7pm in tie
Alumni Room of the University Union. Rick
Robers from the Honors Program wil be tie
guest speaker. For more info contact the Office
of Student Life at 372-2843.
Journalism course numbers are changing.
Don't be surpnsed if you pre-regrster tor one
number and get another Any questions7 See
advisor.
Midnight Skiing
Feb. 78 89pm- Sam
Bellefontaine. Ohio
$32 w/ski rental
$22 w/o ski rental
BursaraMe
Sign-up in tie UAO office. 330 Union
For more info cal 2-7164, sponsored by UAO

Poetry Contest
Sponsored by EAG
Send poem A $2 tee to:
Shawn Grime #> 309 Darrow
7's e-mail shawngrebgnat.bgsu.edu

SENIOR PICTURES
LAST CHANCE
Carl Wolf Studios wil be on campus starting
Jan. 27 for only 5 days. This is THE last chance
for May 8 August grads Cal 372-8086 to
schedule you* sitbng. Photos taken in tie
yearbook office 28 Weat Hal
Submit poetry - stones - art to Praine Margins.
Drop off in English Mtfboi office Deadline
March LirJoKesy 353-1383.
WOMEN'S RUGBY
New player meeting
Feb 6 900pm in rm 103 BA
Dues call Heather & 3S4 -3043

'Give a Penny from Your Heart1
Give to the United Way
4th Annual United Way Penny Drive
Kick-off Feb 314 in the Union Foyer
Drrve runs through Fab. 14
Sponsored by University Ambassadors

Journalism course numbers
ARE CHANGING
Don't be surprised if you
pre register for ona number
and gat another.

Wil tutor in Chemistry 127. Algebra. Math 131 233. Physics 202 8 211. Cal 3532022.

KKG • KKG" KKG • KKG■ KKG
CONGRATULATIONS ANGELA WEAVER
ON YOUR PEARLING TO MATT LAY. WE
LOVEYOUI
KKG- KKG • KKG

-

KKG- KKG

PERSONALS
$28 SPRING BREAK PACKAGE
Boardwalk Beach Resort - Panama City's
Spring Break Headquarters Only $29 Per Personl Restrictions Apply. 1 ■800-224-4883.
AAA1 . NATIONAL DATING HOT-laNEI
Find your special some-one now.
1-900-464-7009 Eit. 1129 $2 99/min.
ServU (619)645-643418. T-tone

ADVE RTISING CLUB INFO NIGHT
Mon Feb.3 at 8 pm
in Room 101 BA FREE Pizza
FREE pop
ALL MAJORS WELCOME
NEW MEMBERS WELCOME
AOM'AOH-AOII
Congratulations to Karri Baker on her engagement to Todd Gierke.
ACMI' 2BT • AOII
Congratulations to Amy 8arr on her engagomont to Jon McGowan of Zeta Beta Tau

BE NAMED THE
ORGANIZATION Of THE YEAR BY USOI
USG will be awarding the
•USG ORGANIZATION OF THE YEAR
AWARD'
to the organization that best displays how
they have benefited me BGSU 8
Bowling Green community
To enter: "submit a 5 to 10 min. video to
USQ displaying their eccompeahments *
alrengthe at BGSU t In BG.
'Top 3 videos will be shown al USG's 1st ANNUAL UNIVERSITY BANQUET, MARCH 5 m
front of admmistaiors. faculty and fallow University org members.
'$15 donation to DANCE MARATHON is required to enter Videos & donations (checks
made payable to USG) can be sent c the USG
office in 404 Student Services
•OssdHns la Fab. 21. For men kilo, call
372-6026. or 172-8116.
USG—USG-USG

Campua PoHeyea
440 E Court St 352-9638
Pizza Buffet every day
Lunch price $4 49 weekdays
Come to Changing Times' New Location
Bring a tnend m and gat 2 tor 1 spaoal on haircuts only. By Appointment. (New customers
only). 354 2244 exp Feb. 14

KKG ' KKG • KKG ' KKG ■ KKG
CONGRATULATIONS AMANDA GROSS! ON
YOUR PEARLING TO TYLER GROOI. WE
LOVEYOUI
KKG' KKG - KKG ' KKG' KKG
KKG RUSH ' KKG RUSH • KKG RUSH
Rush our way III Sea all that Kappa Kappa
Gamma has to offer on WED. Feb 5 from
8-10pm at the KKG house Come find out what
Kappa has itfn holding back I
KKG RUSH • KKO RUSH • KKG RUSH
LAST CHANCE OF THE YEARI
Attend ona of over 120 colleges in tie US at instale tuition next tall or all yearl Courses trans
ferl Sea the country I
THE NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE
More into Wed I eb 5th st 3 30pm
State Room, 3rd Floor Union
Call Coop Program. 2-2451 lor kilo
LORI I'm getting a vision it's coming m
clearer now. I see a wedding in your near future. I also teal that you're skin is becoming
redder (possibly due to a dunking problem.
Yours In the crystal bal. Patricia.
Madhatler Midnight Madneaa Tonight
New Stuff by:
Offspring
U2 (CD Single)
Depeche Mode (CD Single)
Suburbia (soundtrack)
Twiscffs
Wide Spread Parse
Silver chair

Monday. February 3, 1997

USG'USG'USG
USG cordialy invites all members of
tie University community to:
USG's let Annual Unrveretly Banquet
March 8, Lanhart Grand Ballroom, 7pm
Coal is $12 par person a is buraarable
Dinner will be provided a all proceeds will
be donated to DANCE MARATHON
' Come see video presentations about Univers
ity organlzationsl USG wil be awarding THE
USG ORGANIZATION OF THE YEAR AWAROI
' An award will be given u the organization
with the moal members in attendanoel
PkMaa RSVP by Feb. 21
For more into, cal the USG office
al 372-8126 or 372-6026.
USG'USG'USG'
USCUSCUSG
USO NEEDS 2 OFF CAMPUS DISTRICT
SENATORS!
• required to attend General Assembly meetings every other Monday.
• attend committee meetings every other Monday il not si General Assembly.
• serve on a University committee
GET IWOLVEDON BGSU-S CAMPUSI
YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCEI
For more Info, pick up an application m
404 Student Services or call 372 6028
USGUSG-USG
Wake'n Bake tor
Spring Break 1967
'Jamaica 'Panama City
'Csncun 'Daytone
'Padre 'Bahamas
Call for FREE Into Packet"
1-800-426-7710
You are Invited to a
Lunch Time Talk tar
Black History Month!!
'Gender Perspectives a Counseling Tools'
presented by Dr Sherton Brown
Campus Room, University Union
Fab. 4.19971130-1:30pm FREE
We will provide drinks 8 cookiesi
'Give a Penny from Your Heart'
Give to the United Way
4th Annual United Way Penny Drive
Kick off Feb 3 8 4 in the Union Foyer
Dnve runs through Fab 14
Sponsored by University Ambassadors

WANTED
1 Female non-smoking subleaser
needed immed at 605 2nd Si. Apt B

$165/mo Call Amy 352-4809
Free posters, stickers. 8 stuff.
with purchase, while supplies lasi
Madhatler Muse
143E.Wooster

3533555
Now available at Collegiate Connection
Sc nonprinting
Small or large orders
Lowest pnoes in town I
531 Ridge St 352 8333

OOK • Orrncron Delta Kappa' OOK
Attention ODK Members:
There will be a meeting
on Wednesday, red 5
at 8:00pm in 1003 BA
OOK ' Omicron Delta Kappa' OOK

2 Mettsllca tickets
FOR SALE

Call 2-3376
3 rmies. wanted tor Wooster St house
$185/mo. Summer 1997 through May 1998.
Call Brian at 353-6915
In cooperation will the Presidents office. USG
is currently accepting applications lor the postDon of Student Member of the Board of
Trustees. Applications must be undergraduate
students in good academic and disciplinary
standing with the university. Two year appointment (hat could begin as early as Apnl
1997 with term ending in March 1999. Applications can be picked up in 404 Student Services
a must be rammed by 5pm Feb. 7.
Wanted a Celiac or Glutenintolerant individual for
a taste test of a gluten free
mufln. Call Kristan Surrell

Come meet the women of
Phi Mu Monday night @ 9:15pm

Wanted: summer subleaser. Ona bedroom
furnished apt. 3 blocks from campus on Menvi
lie. Call Trad, 354-1459.

DAYTONA BEACH SPRING BREAK!
A student only motel.
Break away to the holiest action In Florida
where guy* meets girls! NEW motel on the
ocean, rated AAA and Superior Lodging,
beach volleyball, tree MTV. Pool 6 wetber
open 24 hours, b.y.o.b. Free gold card with
check-In Don't be left out of this Special
Promotion! http '"www daylons-lnn com
CALL 1-6OO-682-0919.

RUSH PHI MU • RUSH PHI MU

EUROPE $158
WrthinUSA$79-$129
Canob/Mexico $189 rrt Cheap Fares
E verywherel airhilchipnetcom.com
www. isicom fr/airhilch/800-326-2009
Fnenda by chance. Sisters by heart. The sisters of Alpha Xi Delta invite you to our open
rush
Tues Feb. 4th 6S«
9-9:45
Hope to See you there1

G Phi B G Phi B G Phi B
RUSH GAMMA PHI BETAI
Mon 8 Wad Fab 3 8 5 from
6-10 pm at the Gamma Pfs Beta
house. Coma see what our sisterhood
is al about!
Q Phi B G Phi B G Phi 6

I've M*n watching f*kki
and she hu been GOOO

fake a Frerj
test Driv^
<^jft <2H^ <X2* C2*
If you took the test today, how would you score?

Come find out.
Call today to reserve your seat!
Bowling Omen University
Saturday, February 8

HELP WANTED

TAKE A BITE AND ON THE MOVE
FOR HEALTH AND JOY
Cal (372-9355) now to find out about an
6 wk program designed to educate
about healthy eating and
exerose habits (weight management)
Wed 3 30-5 00pm Beginning 2/5/97
Ctr PrevenoorvWellness 372-9355
THIRTEEN BtOLOGY SCHOLARSHI>S«ill
be awarded to uppardass biology and proprofessional majors Applications available 2nd
foorLSC. Deadline. Feb. 10.

IMAGINE
The Unique Boutique
GRAND OPENING SALE!
10-50% OFF
Most Huns
Tknijkott Fit miry!I
VISIT OUR NEW STORE
445 E. Wooster

352

1-800-KAP-TEST
www.kaplan.com
COURSE NAMES are ngWaa-'i "Maaaifa of ties reaper*'-

firing a friend and Win a prize

Sunday 12 6
3306

While You Wait
Copying

Only 5tf
per copy

>.i\ In c*l*h.

KAPLAN

$1500 weekly polenDa! mailing our circulars
For into cal 301-429-1326.

IHIIN.U »II

.iiCtl/i i

University Copy
Center
Di% ision u( Pnnling Services Department

CRUISE SHIP EMPLOYMENT
Travel the world
(Hawas. Mexico. Caribbean)
8 earn an excellent income in the
Cruise 8 Land-Tour Industry.
For details, cal 1 -206-971 -3550 exl CS5449
EASTERN EUROPE EMPLOYMENT
Travel Eastern Europe
by teaching basic conversaixjnal English in
Prague, Budapest, or Krakow. Inexpensive
Room A Board ♦ other potential benefits. Find
out how to succeed in this field. Call: (206)
971-36600X1. K55441.
EMACO Cleaning now hiring 1 part time position. Student needed through Aug. 97 Transp
a mustl Cal 633 4567. leave message.
Mind your own bueineee! ColorWorks is currently recruiting on campus lor a limited number of summer "97 management positions
Gain hands on experience in managing a business In your hometown Opportunities available in Toledo, Sytvanse, Maumee,and other
areas. Summer earnings $7-$9,000. To speak
to a campus representative call
1-800-477-1001.
NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT
National Parka hire forestry workers, park
rangers, firefighters, lifeguards A volunteer and
government positions. Excellent benefits 8
bonus potential Cal: 1-206-971-3620 ext.
N55446.
Need a Tutor tor Electronics Course. Please
call Slave at 353-2022.

' 07-9S ' Apts A Houses
Available Ctoea to Campua
311/316 E Merry. Opymt lease
211 E. Reed St. and many more
CaH tor Hot Inge 353-0328
or listings avail. 24 hrs al
price 316 E. Merry S3

Apt. for rent. Free cable, new carpet.
Call 354 7078

Aval, lor Rent Aug. 1.'97
Close to Univ. Year lease req'd.
-3 bdrm home exc. cond. $650
718 3rd Street
-3 bdrm apt. 443 N. Enterpnse $550
-1 bdrm apt. 443 N. Enterprise $300
call 686-4651 Appointments only

AVAILABLE NOW OR MAY. Clean 8 nice upper apt. 3 large rooms, smahsh kit., huge bath.
Al new heater (gas), plumbing, elec. Off-street
parking. Ouiel street GREAT landlord $425 a
ml. Cal 354-1633.

Male roommate needed 2nd semester. Jan.
paxjfor cable pax) for. $i55/mo Call Jason
(419)894-6369.
New house - 3 bdrm. 1 bath, large closets 812
Third St. $695 short lease avail Call Phil or
Deb at 474 5344

FOF
Summer Business irrigation sales 8 installation Vehicle required. $8000,summer Call
1 800 361-4074.

Now Renting Rooms
Spring Semester
Call 353 032S

FOR SALE
•1 Awesome Cancun 8 Jamaica Spnng Break
Speoalsl 7 fights Air 6 Hotel From $4291 Save
$150 On Food. Drinks 8 Free Parties' 111%
Lowest Price Guarantee' spnngbreaktravsl.com 1-600-676-6386.

»1 Awesome Florida Spring Break! Panama
City! Room Will Kitchen Near Bars $t 191 Daytona-Best Locabon $1391 Florida's New Hots
pot-Cocoa Beach Hilton $1691 spnngbreaktravel.com 1 -600-678-6386
95 Ford Probe, Black w/ black mienor, 5 spd .
AMFM Case Rear defrost. AC. Very dean,
very low miles. Call Kely 353-6119. asking
$10.900

Canon starwnghier 60 Word processor used
twice Comes with printer, disks, paper. $200
OBO
Call
352-9131
or
)amessn@bgnet bgsu.edu

ASSEMBLERS Excellent income
to assemble products at home.
Wo 1-504 646-1700 DEPT OH 62S5

FOR RENT

Houses/1 8 2 bdrm turn apts. year. 9 mo.. 8
summer leases 352-7454

INTERVIEWING
Monday through Friday
730am- 4.30pm

AC Tool 8 Die Co ol Deshler. OH has the following full-time positions open Machinist, a
CMC programmer-operator. We offer a full
benefit package 8 competitive wages. Apply in
person or send resume to AC Tool 8 Die.
3 278 Stale Rl 18 Deshler. OH 43516. Ann.
Peggy Hil.
ASIA EMPLOYMENT
Learn how students have made $25-$45mr.
teaching basic conversational English in
Japan. Taiwan, or S. Korea. Many employers
provide room 8 board and/or other benefit.
Call 20&971 3570ext J55445.

Oueen sue bookcase waierbed with 6 drawer
pedestal New mattress with al accessories.
$175. Cal 372-7637

Free Jan. rent. Female subleaser needed immediately. 2 blocks from campus. $155/month
plus utilities. 354-8271

PART TIME
Leu than 1 block from campus
$6.00 per hour to start
Flexible Hours

Cable Deacramhlar Kit
$14 95 - See ALL the channels.
1 (800) 752-1389

One a Two bdrm apts. available. University
Courts a University Village located at Clough
and Mercer Call 352-0164.

Renting Fast
Apts. A Houses
97-96 School Year
Apts. 311/316 E Merry
1-2 Bedrooms
1 to 4 students
House at 211 E Reed
3 bedroom 1 1/2 bath
tor 5106 students
Also many more
Listing available 24 hours
316 E. Merry #3
or call 353-0325

Sublease our Apt. si May! Spacious 2 br. ac.
Univ. Villages. Free Water, Gas. Sewer Cal
Now, 354 3227.

Compute' tor sale 486 IBM Compilable
Has a modem, aoundblaster, 4 megabytes of
RAM. 120 megabyle hard dnve 8 a printer.
$4 SO Call 354 5017

COMPUTER FOR SALE
Macintosh LC - II complete with
keyboard, mouse, printer. $600
Call 352-9317

Subleaser wanted $l20/mo.
Own room, non drinker or 21*.
354-7204

Subteasers Needed NOW!!
2 bdrm. 2 bathroom, $450/month. Avail. Ill August. Cal 353-2189.

Very dose to campus, Free utilities
$130/mo or best offer, lease ends on May 15
please call 353-3300 Tang, leave message.

QiiQQaaQaaaa

Cherrywood
Health Spa &
Tanning Center
8th St. & High St. at
Piedmont Apts.

Visits $20

+

[TAX

Featuring a
"Hex" Tanning Booth

353-7141

PANAMA CITV BEACH FL

BOOK DIRECT & SAVE!
MMSfi tTC4T,,22.*ght

tadfmlujtm HM from $25
Hmmmtaci1 WEBB ""v"
soy lore axl party here. Two oasciyrom
hottfe Mti i party laelUdub i$jtit In tto
n*k». Free tag party on amir., beer per-

UM rtvioy, in tax* day i nkjtit not rock

Irtlmangam.monOutmtomaiitoi
contest*, two hot fje^cerootro. dhr DJi.
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Coupon Expire.
2-14-97
ONf KR PERSON

DISCOVER CARD

SPRING
BREAK

It Pays To Discover! usa Your
Olscover Card And Save Up To $251
To Apply For A Card,
Cal 1 -800-IT-PAYS-TO

Bahamas Party
Cruise
$279
6 Days-All Meals-Free PartteT
•Includes Taxes

Cancun

$399

7 Nights-Alt.Hotel-Save $150
on Food * Drinks

Jamaica
$419
7 Nights-Air*Hotel-Save $150
Florida
$119
7 Nights-Panama City. Dayloria

yufNlions:.''.'

a Cocoa Beach
Spring BreakTravcl-Our 10th Year!

on Food 8 Drinks

1-800-678-6386

TOBY'S PARTY
OASIS
.(State Liquor Agency)

"Meeting all your
party needs"_/^
Fine Wines
Beer
Spirits
Pop/Ice
Mixes
Party Supplies
Instant & Super Lotto

10a.m. -9p.m. Mon -Sat

PIZZA HUT
Opening soon in Bowling
Green near campus
II li U 1) U II II II 1) il 11

imktiuati mwm

1-800-874-7101

Behind the Union
Information Desk

Call 372-9633

COUNSELORS - INSTRUCTORS neadedl
100 positionsi Coed summer camp. Pocono
Mis . PA Good salary/tips' 1908) 689 3339

250 COUNSELORS and INSTRUCTORS
needed' Private, coed summer camp in Pocono Mtns . NE Pennsylvania Lohikan. Box
234BG KeniVronh. NJ07033(906) 276-0996

(At (he railroad tracks)
Mon Sal 11-9

Please Buy My Car
i960 Olds Culass
You'l be stytm' new breaks
$900. cal Damion 354 1442. we'll talk

• 1 Awesome Spring Break Bahamas Party
Cruise' 6 Days $2791 Includes All Meals. Par
tee a Taxasl Great Beaches a NightMei
Leaves from Fl. Lauderdalel spnngbreak
travel com 1 600-6766386.

Could you lose up to 30 toa by spring break?
Yes you can' New metabolism break through
Call 303-661-0162.

SPRING BREAK PANAMA CITY BEACH
FLORIDA. SANDPIPER-BEACON BEACH
RESORT. 3 POOLS, 1 INDOOR POOL,
HUGE BEACHSIDE HOT TUB, SUITES UP
TO 10 PEOPLE, TIKI BEACH BAR, HOME
OF THE WORLDS LONGEST KEG PARTY.
FREE INFO
1-600-466-6626.
WWW.SANDPIPERBEACON.COM

Computer Student Well versed in computer
technology to help teach family how to use
computer. Will Pay Call 3534)505 Don't cal
alter 11pm.

419-354 6802

for details 9372-6664.

Do you teel anxious whan epeaklng In pubHe or In the claaaroom? Bnet workshops on
speech anxiety are now being offered FREE
through a study being conducted in tie Dopt. of
Psychology. Can 372-2540 for more information

IBM compatible CPU unit, loppy drive, monitor, HP 520 deskjet printer w/ WP 6.0. complete package $200 OBO. 13" color TV $30
Call 354-6513. leave message.

436 N Enkvprlae
(Use Ridge St. entrance)
For additional information
please call
Mollan (N A.) Corporation

RUSH PHI MU ' RUSH PHI Ml]

SENIOR PICTURES
LAST CHANCE
Carl Wolf Studios will be on campus starting
Jan. 27 for only 5 days. This is THE last chance
tor May 6 August grads. Call 372-8066 to
schedule your sitting. Photos taken in tie
yearbook office 28 West Hal

Childcare needed in my Perrysburg home (or 3
toddlers, lax. hours. Experienced, reliable, 8
have own transportation. Good pay! Call after
4pm 876 4262.

DELIVERY
DRIVERS
If you can provide friendly
and reliable service, Pizza
Hut* wants you. We
currently have full & part
time openings for Delivery
Drivers.
You'll enjoy:
• Earnings potential (Up
to$10/hr. & Greater)
• Bonus for accident-free
drivers
• Flexible hours
• Daily Driver
reimbursement
If you are 18 years of age,
have a good driving record,
a reliable car, and can
document your insurance
coverage, we would like to
talk with you.
Call: 3SS-S691
jMM^_
or Stop by
'liKJt <099S. Matin
"tiUt. e 1989 Pizza Hut, Inc.
YOU BELONG WITH THE BEST
Equal Opporsjnny Employer rrvTrh

1

